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1

Introduction

This document is produced in the context of Task 6.4 Business plan and Exploitation strategy activities, in
the period from M25 – M42. This task is led by HI&A (please note that UNIBO is wrongly stated as leader of
this task), with contribution from all partners.
A business plan and derived exploitation strategy has been elaborated ensuring further deployment and
exploitation of the TripleA-reno results and the Open Platform. The strategy has been updated towards the
end of the project defining the concrete measures and a business plan ensuring the long-term sustainment
of the Platform after the project lifetime. The updated exploitation strategy assessed the ways of future use
and long-term maintenance of the platform including identifying further financing possibilities, analysis of
business interest of key partners, financial viability, value proposition and a market needs analysis and
expectations of potential clients and customers, definition of the business model of future sustainment.
In this task 6.4 following activities have been achieved:
a) Analysis and identification of 3 selected Key Exploitable Results (KERs)
o KER1: TripleA-reno Energy Transition Board Game
o KER2: TripleA-reno Comfort Labelling Scheme
o KER3: TripleA-reno Measures showcase
b) Development of an action plan to increase the scalability of the 3 KERs
c) Analysis of market and business models suitable for the exploitation and scalability of the 3 KERs
d) Development of a user-centred business plan to continue the activities after the project duration
1.1 Background
WP6 started in M6 (Task 6.1) with devising a replication and exploitation plan, including a set of special
indicators to assess the process, outcome, and impact of scaling up. This report builds up on the actions and
outcomes of Task 6.1, specifically:
• M6: A first Working Session on WP6 – Replication and Exploitation of the TripleA-reno results has
been organized during M2 to discuss with the GA the possible replication and exploitation strategies
for the TripleA-reno project.
• M9: A separate Web meeting is organized by WP6 leader (HI&A) with all the relevant WP6 partners,
in which the Plan for the Exploitation and Dissemination of Results (PEDR) template is firstly
introduced, to start with a deeper elaboration of the first plan for exploitation in the next months of
the project.
• M10: A physical half-day meeting is organized to further discuss KERs and elaborate the user journeys
for the usage of the TripleA-reno platform, under the perspective of relevant stakeholders
represented by the project partners (HE, UIPI, HIA, ISSO, UNIBO, IRI-UL, IVE)
• M12: A draft plan for the TripleA-reno replication and exploitation plan and user-centred business
model is ready at the end of M12.
Therefore, D6.1 must be regarded as a starting point for the TripleA-reno replication and exploitation plan
presented in this deliverable D6.4, that has been progressively updated and reviewed to consider the
development implemented in the following phases of the TripleA-reno project.
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2

Overview on user-centred business models

The ability to envision user needs and integrate them into a project value proposition is a vehicle towards
more effective and sustainable business models. However, many projects still struggle to involve the user in
their business model design method. Therefore, in this deliverable we are investigating what user-centred
approaches to more sustainable business model design exist in practice, and how they are impacting the
market uptake of deep renovation practices.
Despite the clarified potential for business models underpinning energy efficiency measures to generate
proﬁt in the clean energy market, the uptake of deep renovation practices is not flourishing to its full potential
(IEA, 2015). The OECD mentions several barriers that still distress the market uptake of energy efﬁciency
measures, among which the need for long-term capital for often comparatively small investments, the strain
of measuring and distributing the energy savings due to deep renovation practices, as well as general lack of
familiarity among consumers with renovation concepts (OECD, 2016). The dispute here, with even the
economically sound business models, is that, for the user, there is an apparent lack of attractiveness that
goes beyond the mere ﬁnancial savings or economical proﬁtability offered by the investment (IEA, 2015). A
conceivable resolution to upsurge the market uptake of renovation practices, is therefore the design of
business models, which focus on the multiple environmental, social and ﬁnancial beneﬁts deep renovation
practices might deliver for the different stakeholders involved in the process. Beneﬁts, that are sometimes
hard to monetise and generalize among the involved user groups, as they do not always resonate to the
provider/receiver of these values equally, but on the contrary can develop contrasting interests. (Boons and
Ludeke-Freund, 2013; Mourik and Rotmann, 2013; IEA, 2014a).
This deliverable aims to first explore which business models exist in the ﬁeld providing multiple types of usercentred value in delivering deep renovation practices. A key challenge to unlocking non- monetary values, is
indeed the discovery which these values are and what they mean for different types of users. A hypothesis
supported by part of the research developed by Tolkamp et al (2018) postulates that:
“if the business model emphasises user needs and user involvement to discover their problems, this could lead
to well-tailored value propositions and improved business model design, combining monetary and nonmonetary value”.
Consensus is indeed growing around the idea that EU-funded projects should develop more user-centred
solutions and services to tackle deep renovation practices (D’Oca et al, Podjed et al, Tisov et al). The role of
users in energy efficiency building renovation and innovation processes and their impact on the business
model have been identiﬁed as key areas for current EU-funded projects (MOBISTYLE, ABRACADABRA,
DRIVE0, HAPPEN, ALDREN, iBROAD, etc.).
In the energy efﬁciency and deep renovation sector various barriers that relate to the user have been
identiﬁed (D’Oca et al). An emphasis on user involvement in the business model design could therefore be a
starting point for removing these barriers and for reducing the complexity that users encounter during the
renovation journey. As an example, a key research question for the IEA DSM research was thus if and how
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user involvement can lead to developing more sustainable, energy efﬁciency business models, and to which
extent these improve the value propositions offered, as well as their market uptake.
The central question handled in this early deliverable on exploitation and replication for the TripleA-reno
project is what user-centred approaches to business model design exist in practice in the ﬁeld of renovation
practices and platform-based service provision, and how can they impact the market uptake and exploitation
of the proposed by the TripleA-reno renovation approach.
A potentially interesting contribution to the discussion on the TripleA-reno business model comes from
stakeholder theory. It supports the vision that the entire set of interests of all stakeholders that can either
affect or be affected by the success of a project, product or service must be considered (Jensen, 2001; Sen
and Bhattacharya, 2001). Applying the stakeholder theory would thus allow the TripleA-reno project to
consider more types of value and more stakeholders compared to a situation when a project is only aiming
for proﬁt maximization. In this deliverable we focus on the importance and role of a speciﬁc category of
stakeholder for the TripleA-reno project: the project partners. Involving the project partners in the design of
a the TripleA-reno business model is envisioned to help isolating the diverse user related values represented
by their organizations including architects, engineers, consultants, ICT developers, housing associations,
research institutions, association of property owners, and municipalities.
Highlighting user needs through user involvement is not a new idea: the term ‘user-centred design’ originates
from human computer interaction in the 1980s as described by Preece et al. (1994) who suggested a central
position for the user and their wishes through feedback from user involvement. In the different social
sciences and humanities focusing on the energy ﬁeld user involvement is a much-discussed topic as well.
More recently, the role of the user and their involvement in innovation as well as the concept of the actual
‘user’ have taken many different forms (Verhees and Verbong, 2014). However, only recently user
centeredness started to gain more attention in the ﬁeld of business modelling.
Identifying user needs and user-centred approaches to business model design are therefore essential
elements to delivering effective exploitation and replication plans for EU-funded projects. The capability to
identify user needs correlates positively with proﬁt generation, and the increase in market uptake. For the
development of innovative services that focus on deep renovation practices, understating and isolating
customer needs is also considered an important entrepreneurial skill in current practices (i.e. see the
Alliantie+ and Enenrgiesprong models in the Netherlands). Within the building construction sector however,
current renovation practices rarely achieve more user-centred business model or effectively sense user
needs. Cui and Wu (2015) deﬁne three conceptual roles for users in a ﬁrm's innovation process: they can be
involved as information source, as co- developer and as co-innovator (Cui and Wu, 2015).
In TripleA-reno, key stakeholders of the renovation process are included as a co-producer of value: these
users are given a practical role in the creation and delivery of the value proposition and essentially becomes
a part of the business model.
A common example is co-production of value is eBay, where the user takes upon him or herself the role of
sales agent and performs marketing activities itself (Zott et al., 2011)i. The same mechanisms apply in the
energy efﬁciency market: users can act as salesmen, provide a channel to their peers, or perform other
activities that beneﬁt the user as well as the ﬁrm. As mentioned before, such involvement can improve
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acceptance and trust among users (Sauter and Watson, 2007; Raven et al., 2009). The key motivational
factors for engaging the user as co- producer is the generation of trust, not only among the involved user,
but also among its peers.
Another example of co- innovation was present at Buurkracht: groups of users in the Buurkracht initiative
were asked to consider the values added by retroﬁtting and insulating windowpanes and how these
correspond with local issues. It turned out that crime rates were perceived as high in the region and that an
aspect of safety could be added to the value proposition, making it more valuable to residents. This (tacit)
information was gathered and implemented by these users.
The process of learning and adapting in co-creation with the users can furthermore help projects to ﬁnd
attractive but previously non evident values, which the user is willing to pay for. For instance, Woonconnect
interviewed the residents of a large apartment building. Thanks to this direct interaction with the users, the
company learned that energy efﬁciency was not a salient trigger, instead, drafts and noisiness were top of
mind issues. These issues were then solved with simple retroﬁtting measures that required a minimal change
in the value proposition for Woonconnect. This, to confirm that taking advantages of the user’s knowledge
can also be a cost-effective market strategy for product positioning.
In this deliverable, a broad range of characteristics of user involvement and its underlying mechanisms have
been discussed. However, the question whether user-centred approaches to business model design improves
the market up- take of deep renovation practices and services cannot be answered conclusively at the time
being. What is a fact, is that in practice many EU companies in the renovation market still struggle with the
implementation of a user-centred business model design. In fact, directives and practical insight that
supports the experimentation with user-centred approaches is still needed.
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3

Platform based business model

Objective of the TripleA-reno project is to develop a platform that serves a service and tool for key
stakeholders involved in the renovation journey, to facilitate understanding, communication exchange,
decision making, practices and guarantee highly efficient performance.
With this, it is paramount to clarify first what a platform and a platform-based service model are exactly.
Platforms have been diversely defined. In short, a platform can be considered as a business model that
creates value by facilitating interaction and exchanges between two or more groups, most frequently users
and suppliers. Sangeet Choudary defined platforms as “business models that allow multiple sides (producers
and consumers) to interact [...] by providing an infrastructure that connects them”. John Hagel states that
platforms are made of: “a governance structure [...] that determines who can participate, what roles they
might play, how they might interact and how disputes get resolved” and “an additional set of protocols or
standards [...] to facilitate connection, coordination, and collaboration”. The recent Global Survey on The Rise
of the Platform Enterprise defines platform business as a “medium which lets others connect to it”.
The development of platform-based service business models started in the United States, where warehouses
have more and more difficulties to sell their products. At the current time, seven among the most success
companies in the world work with a platform-based business model services, including Facebook and
Amazon.
To completely grasp the current state of post-industrial, digitally enabled economy is certainly key to
understand also how platforms fit in the overall digitally transformed market and societal frame. What are
the types of players? What are the market drivers? What are the evolutionary forces that operate in the
context? What comes after platforms as we know them today? How are platforms evolving eventually? These
are all key questions. Different types of platforms can be distinguished. A few examples are:
•
•
•
•

Services marketplace (Like AirBnB)
Product marketplace (Like Amazon and Ebay)
Payment’s platforms (Like Paypal)
Social Networking platforms (Like Facebook)

Global platforms use digital technologies and new ways of thinking in a smart way to develop innovative
business models. Facilitating interaction between others, usually between supply and demand, is something
that global platforms are strong at. An important point, because platforms are most successful when there
is a good balance between supply and demand.
Platforms create value in two different ways, and differ accordingly in their categorization:
1. Transaction Platforms: Facilitating transactions between different types of individuals and
organizations that would otherwise have difficulty finding each other.
2. Innovation Platforms: Providing technological building blocks that are used as a foundation on top of
which many innovators can develop complementary services or products.
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Compared to traditional infrastructure, setting the bottom of the value chain, platforms aims to reach at the
top of the value chain and directly interact with the users.
INFRASTRUCTURES

What do they offer?

Key elements of value

Key value creation process

Main Competitive Advantage

PLATFORMS

Mostly unbundled modules made
ofwhite labelled building blocks

Bundled experiences that are
strongly linked to the brand image
and presence

The building blocks making up the
value proposition that adopters
can recognize

The channels and contexts
making it easier to perform
transactions
and
build
relationships
inside
the
platform

Supporting the creation of
more value propositions by
combining blocks

Give space and empower peer to
peer
relationships
and
transactions to happen

Economic Efficiency

User (peer) Experience

TripleA-reno idea of modern platform service for deep renovation revolves around four major traits. TripleAreno wants renovation services to be fast and in fast control, like a Uber ride can be; wants them to be
personalized, like the latest model of Nike sneakers we can self-configure up to the colour of the swoosh;
wants them to be relevant, as Amazon’s suggestions; and human, like the chatbots with whom you can relate
by natural language or, better, like the Airbnb host you can talk to via WhatsApp, feeling like you’re really
going to sleep at a friend’s place.
FAST: instantly searchable, identifiable, and
accessible

PERSONALIZED: enabling us to directly intervene in
creating custom solutions, perfect for our needs
(affordable)

RELEVANT: fulfilling our needs contextually when
they occur, in a relevant and precise manner
without needing our intervention (attractive)

HUMAN: relating with us in a friendly, interpretable,
understandable, accessible, sensible manner,
interacting with us as human beings (acceptable)
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3.1 Why a TripleA-reno platform?
Understanding platforms as a modern extension of traditional infrastructures to connect demand and offer
in the renovation market, is the first steppingstone to understand the exploitation potential of the TripleAreno platform as a tool.
A matching position is remarkable for TripleA-reno: the strong focus on marketing and customer needs.
TripleA-reno has a strong focus on communication. With the TripleA-reno platform, users will be facilitated
to communicate easily during a renovation. Analysis of all the data available will give insights in best practices
in renovations and will show the quality of the renovations.
Because of the mediation role between stakeholders involved in the renovation process, the platforms have
exponential potential of growth. Both minor service providers and dominant suppliers can join the
development of the platform, in which they can take part via API’s. This cooperation is foreseen changing the
market for home renovations. Examples like Airbnb and Alibaba show how suppliers can get active quickly in
their reference markets. These platforms have an impact on the market because of the strong focus on
marketing and lower prices of the inherent service provided, because of their direct connection to
manufacturers and brands. This is consistent with the vision of TripleA-reno to make deep renovations
attractive, acceptable, and affordable.
Platforms act as old-fashioned middlemen: they offer products and services based on their knowledge and
the need of the end users. As an innovation example, Amazon connects third party sellers with consumers,
Airbnb lets people rent out their properties and spare rooms to guests, Netflix connects movie and TV series
makers and viewers, and Uber connects drivers and travellers. The platform takes care of the infrastructure
and with that, makes it easy for suppliers and end users. That’s the way TripleA-reno works as well: a
middleman between the users (the homeowners) and the suppliers (architects, engineers, contractors).
Connecting, communicating, reinsuring (and motivating) throughout the renovation process (and after).
Many are the opportunities, as visions for key exploitable results, for the platform-based plan for TripleAreno:
•

•
•
•
•
•

A platform allows users to work together, with an emphasis on collaboration. For classic suppliers
it’s hard to compete with this. Classic suppliers see other suppliers as competition, while platforms
connect suppliers and users. And collaborates with multiple suppliers.
A platform is successful when it’s innovative and when there are advantages for both parties
(suppliers and end users).
A platform can earn money without damaging in the incomes of the other competitors in the market.
A platform cuts the adoption time of the products and services supported in the market.
A platform creates the possibility to build a network with existing parties.
A platform creates the possibility to get enough communication & impact on short term.

The biggest added value of a platform lies in the reduction of friction in the old supply - demand model. The
TripleA-reno platform reduces friction on affordability, acceptability, and attractiveness. It solves the friction
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of the user not knowing what to do before, during and after a renovation, while it solves friction for the
suppliers as well: their instructions will be clearer, and they will have the right tool with TripleA-reno to
complete the job.

The concept of Customer Relationship will be exploited: the TripleA-reno platform will act as the kind of agent
who’s responsible to connect peers to opportunities, that acts as intelligent broker, and that takes care of
shared information, eventually translating these into intelligent algorithmic features.
Entities involved in the ecosystem may find two macro-types of incentives in joining the TripleA-reno
platform and starting to produce value through the platform: intrinsic motivation (advantages to joining the
system vs. playing independently on the same market) and give take-opportunities (possibilities to rebuilding
relationships, transaction, and trade among other players) through the platform.
The TripleA-reno platform will provide a long-term experience boost in the renovation journey, compared to
the episodic touchpoint that might have occurred outside the platform. As an example, Airbnb hosts are
incentivized to make transactions happen inside the platform thanks to the powerful reinforcing effect that
reputation gives them in attracting customers to the next booking and emerging from the anonymity of the
crowd.
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The TripleA-reno platform also gives the chance to small suppliers to have a bigger audience (that they
wouldn’t reach on their own). In TripleA-reno users can leave reviews about the suppliers they worked with.
Suppliers can therefore focus more on quality (get a good review) than on traditional marketing for
themselves (they will be found via the platform).
The TripleA-reno platform must behave as a tool whose primary feature is to empower and enable
independent exchanges to happen in the renovation market and to enable customers’(construction industry,
entities, peers) usage, experience, appreciation, and retainment.
The TripleA-reno platform also offers the renovation end user much more choice for less work (they don’t
have to find all these companies to compare themselves) compared to traditional renovations experiences.
Other key aspects driving platform success is the creation of a context for learning and improving skills. Some
distinctions can be made, based on the focus of the transaction, product or service provided.
AGGREGATION PLATFORMS
SOCIAL PLATFORMS
MOBILIZATION PLATFORMS
LEARNING PLATFORMS

Focus on transactions, connecting users to resources
Focus on social interactions, connecting individuals to
communities
Helping people to “act together” on a long-termchallenge
Aiming to facilitate learning, help participants realize more together and
one theircapabilities

The TripleA-reno platform will leverage on a mix of these traits, with the different users (customer journeys)
emphasising on separate elements: i.e., homeowners focusing on social interactions, connecting individuals
to communities, installers focusing on learning and improving skills, etc.
The platform offers certain securities for the end user. As an example, no matter from whom the homeowner
orders a product or service, they can rely on the trustworthiness and customer service of the platform. In
this, the TripleA-reno platforms get success by:
•
•
•
•
•

Developing trust between the demand and supply side
Attracting potential users by offering a brokerage service that supports the renovation decision
making process, material purchase and professional support selection
Responding to interest areas, and target users’ needs
Prioritizing affordability of renovation solutions (i.e., including information on access to incentives,
tax reduction for deep renovation process)
Developing a one-stop-shop service supporting the customer journey
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3.2 The customer journey(s)
The first radical mindset and operational innovation in TripleA-reno, when facing the platform service and
product design, is to leave behind the idea of a linear business models, with a service provider from one
side and a service recipient (or customer) from the other. The traditional business model canvas (BMC)
created by Alex Osterwalder remains indeed a great tool to represent linear aspects of businesses but fails in
modelling emerging ecosystem-based and multi-sided platform models where different players, have
different customer journeys, including different motivations to join, needs, and visions to co-participate in
the whole value creation of the process. What we are currently trying to shape by leveraging on customer
journey is indeed not (just) a business model, but a platform-shaping strategy.
TripleA-reno SHAPING STRATEGY (based on customer journeys)
Motivation to Join

Entity
Homeowners
Architects
Engineers and Consultants
Building contractors
Municipalities
Manufacturers
Installers
Software developers

This customer journey includes all the stages users go through when interacting with a company, from looking
up the products or services to buying products online, calling customer service and posting on social media
about the company.
In Task 6.1, project partners representing the interest and needs of key users of the TripleA-reno platform
were asked to start brainstorming on their customer journey. A set of punctual information were gathered
from these partners (Housing Europe, REHVA, ICLEI, UIPI, ACE) including: Which problems does TripleA-reno
solve for the members of your institutions? Which are the most significant functionalities of the platform for
them? Which touchpoints are more important during the customer journey? Where and how the TripleA-reno
platform can help your members?
By filling in the customer journeys under these lenses, we could see TripleA-reno from their perspective and
see where to optimize. During the whole project duration, the customer journey has been improved, based
on the experience gathered trough storytelling, demonstrating, testing, as part as the TripleA-reno
Roadshow.
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For TripleA-reno, the customer journey is the path
suppliers and users follow in discovering, using, and
reviewing the platform. In a broader perspective, every
interaction with TripleA-reno is part of their customer
journey of deep renovation. When users decide or buy a
product or service, that’s just the tip of the iceberg. The
same counts for homeowners and supplier start using a
platform. In the specific case of TripleA-reno, the
customer journey contains all the relevant steps leading
up to the renovation. These correspond to the
functionalities of the platform in the three levels: 1)
design, 2) renovation 3) after renovation. However, the
customer journey doesn’t stop after renovating.
The TripleA-reno platform also maintains insights and services to the homeowners and after renovating. This,
aftercare is also one of the key exploitable results the TripleA-reno platform.
Focusing on the customer journey and the quality of the touchpoints, it helps to frame the experience of
using the TripleA-reno in its whole, and for the different stakeholders involved.

A lot of aspects influence the TripleA-reno customer journey. These include speed of delivery, the platform
design and usability itself, the gamification features, the contact between suppliers and users etc. Every time
a user enters in contact with a TripleA-reno product and service, this is called a ‘touchpoint’. The architect
using the platform during the design phase is a touchpoint. Same is for a user visiting the website or a
homeowner contacting a supplier via the TripleA-reno platform. The goal is to make every touchpoint a
smooth as possible. Each weak link in a touchpoint (a slowly loading website, an unkind conversation with
customer service, an error while ordering) could send the user or supplier elsewhere. That’s why it is
important to keep an eye on the customer journey and improve the quality of the touchpoints it as well. To
make sure users and suppliers don’t go elsewhere.
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3.3 See Think Do Care
One example in how to imagine the customer journey is by looking at Google’s See-Think-Do-Care model.
This model helps to see the stages customers can go through. The principle of the model is that the more
people that think about you in relation to competition, the higher the likelihood that they buy when they are
ready to buy. With Google's model you can respond to the needs of your customer better, depending on the
phase in which he or she is sitting.
•

•

•
•

See: In this phase the potential customer is passive and has no purchase intention. You work on the
reputation of your brand and make sure you get on top of mind. You focus quite broadly on anyone
who might find your product or service interesting.
Think: The potential customer is now in the consideration phase. He is looking for a product in your
industry. It doesn’t specifically have to buy your product. He’s looking for inspiration, information
and gets more knowledge.
Do: The potential customer is now ready make a purchase and has made up his mind about from
whom to buy.
Care: The client has done a purchase and is happy with it. In this phase you want to keep connecting
with the customer.

Looked under a marketing perspective, one of target groups in the TripleA-reno exploitation model would
look like this:
Who
Example: the homeowners
See
Anyone who might use the TripleA-reno All people who own a home
platform
Think
Anyone who would use the TripleA-reno People owning a home, thinking they might
platform
want to renovate
Do
Anyone who would use the TripleA-reno People owning a home, thinking they need to
platform showing a lot of intent
renovate now.
Care
Any customer who used the TripleA-reno People that renovated their homes using the
platform
TripleA-reno platform
Looking at the TripleA-reno exploitation strategy under this perspective, it becomes clearer to map the
customer journey. User journeys and the Google See-Think-Do-Care model lead us back to platforms. For a
lot of web shops and websites, all the phases of the customer journey are crucial. The TripleA-reno platform
will change the traditional phases of the journey of deep renovation. The user journey of the customers of
suppliers will change. Suppliers will (also) be found via the platform. When that works well, they will have to
invest less in the ‘see’ phase themselves. The ads will become less generic because the platforms provide in
relevant data about the customers. Also, the Do and Care phase on a platform is important. You want to
make sure customers keep coming back to you. Every phase is a different entity because the wishes of the
end user are different per phase. During the See and Think phase, the platform offers product suggestions,
alternatives & information about the products or services. They actual purchase takes place via the platform
(the Do phase) and in the care phase people and leave reviews or ask questions about their purchase.
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4

From user-centric towards people-centred development

The TripleA-Reno project aims to directly involve the “users” to become active partners and active cocreators in the platform design and development process through implementing a more participatory,
people-centred approach. A useful tool and starting point for making sense of the various cross-cutting fields
of study and the practices, research approaches and methods of people-centred development is Elizabeth
Sanders’ “Map of Design Research” (Sanders 2006; 2008). In her map (see Figure 1), Sanders defines existing
design research types/approaches as “zones” (large circles), “clusters” (larger bubbles within zones that
signify the existence and support of professional organisations), and “bubbles” (smaller, not yet supported
by professional organisations). They are positioned along two dimensions. The vertical dimension is defined
by approach (research-led or design-led), whereas “the research-led perspective has the longest history and
has been driven by applied psychologists, anthropologists, sociologists, and engineers” (Sanders 2008:13).
The horizontal dimension portrays the “mindsets of those who practice and teach design research” (Sanders
2006: 5).

Figure 1: Map of Design Research (Sanders 2008: 14).

In continuation (see Figure 2), Sanders overlays “People-Centred Innovation” on the map of design research.
As is evident from Figure 2, People-centred innovation (development) leans towards the participatory model,
where “users” become partners in the design/development process. She identifies three main research
types: Applied Ethnography, Participatory Design, and Lead-User Innovation.
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Figure 3: “People-Centered Innovation” on Map of Design Research (Sanders 2008: 16)

Sanders first presented the map in 2006 as a “cognitive collage” of design research that was still taking shape
(Sanders 2006: 4). She subsequently altered some details (2008) and invited others to work on the map from
their perspectives. From our standpoint - and considering the literature published in the 10 years after the
first publication of Sanders’ map - we might also add to this overview the more recent and expanding field
of Design Anthropology, placing it at the intersection of the People-Centred Innovation and User-Centred
Design zones between Expert and Participatory Mindsets, leaning towards Research-Led approaches.
In the context of WP2 (specifically Task 2.3 and 2.4) the people-centred ethnographic studies have been
carried out to research and involve people (demo case occupants) in the platform design process. The overall
user- or people-centred study & development approach was based on the following key premises:
•

•

•

People (occupants) are involved in platform design & development phases to create meaningful,
relevant, useful, socially responsible, user-friendly, and sustainable solutions. People (occupants) are
thus considered more than just “users”. Instead, they became active co-creators of solutions.
The dialogue between engineers, developers, research, design teams, and people (potential users of
new solutions) is ongoing throughout the development process, including design. Research is part of
the creative process in platform development, and not merely a problem-solving tool.
Researchers have the unique knowledge, methods, and skills for creating a link between occupants
and other relevant stakeholders (e.g., architects, engineers, consultants, building constructors,
housing company, software developers etc.), thus enabling and supporting the transition from users
to active co-creators.
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4.1 Replication and Exploitation of the TripleA-reno results
A working session was organized in M2 to discuss with the GA the possible replication and exploitation
strategies for the TripleA-reno project. After gathering experience from 2 SSERR workshops (BIMplement &
MOBISTYLE), HI&A as coordinator believes it is important to elaborate first brainstorming and discussion
among the partners at this early stage of the project. Hence, TripleA-reno can learn from these experiences
and start clarifying – or even avoiding – some issues, that could pop up later in the project stage from the
early stage. Hence, HIA organized a preliminary working session on Replication and Exploitation in M2, as the
first TripleA-reno discussion where partners are encouraged to try/start thinking of the Key exploitable
results (KER) in TripleA-reno.
The concept of exploitation as a value-driven process, entails the fact that the notion of value can have
different meanings. These, among others, include (i) Generate revenue if there are circumstances, or if there
are customers available to pay for the new technology and products, (ii) fulfil an existing gap or (iii) generate
impacts, etc. It is paramount, in this context, to make a distinction between exploitation (utilization of results)
and dissemination (disclosure of results). The concept of exploitation goes indeed beyond ticking box for
submitted deliverable (report) but show on the other hand how real impact and sustainability of results is
achieved on long-term. The characterization of intrinsic Key Exploitable Results (KERs) and the clarification
of the issues connected with the KERs, will together help the project consortium to have a clear
understanding what needs to be achieved at the end of the project duration.
In case one of the project beneficiaries fails to accomplish its obligations with reference the improper
implementation of the action, the grant may be reduced (see Article 43 – Model Grant Agreement).
4.2

Plan for Exploitation and Dissemination of Results (PEDR)

The Plan for Exploitation and Dissemination of Results (PEDR) is a strategic document for H2020 project
partners helping them to establish the bases for their intellectual property strategy, dissemination, and
exploitation activities. This is a template document developed by the EU, but specific questions can be
directly addressed to the project partners, such as:
→
What kind of problems TripleA-reno will solve?
→
Why the TripleA-reno gamified platform will be better than the existing ones?
→
What new knowledge (Key Exploitable Results - KERs) the project will generate?
→
Who will use/buy the results from TripleA-reno?
→
How the results will be delivered to users/customers? Who are the users/customers?
→
What resources (human, financial, etc.) must be secured to deliver the novel solution to the
users/customers?
With this information available, every project partner is asked about the TripleA-reno exploitation vision of
their individual organization. Such dynamic discussion supporting the development of “embryonic”
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exploitation visions, aims to improve the ‘team spirit’ and made everyone think what Triple-A reno in its core
value is about (what’s there different compared to what market already has to offer).
Such a discussion is envisioned to strengthen the consortium involvement, as well as the collaboration
between WPs, as they start thinking about the exploitation that binds them and first business case ideas can
pop up. Indeed, despite this discussion has been handled in a relatively early stage of the project, provoking
such exploitation related discussion is foreseen to help to crystalize KER’s on the long term.
4.3

Inputs for the Plan for Exploitation and Dissemination of Results (PEDR)

A Web meeting with all the umbrella organizations (HE, REHVA, ACE, ICEI, FERERCASA, EHVA) has been
organized, in which the Plan for the Exploitation and Dissemination of Results (PEDR) template is introduced,
to start with a deeper elaboration of the Key Exploitable Results (KER) to support the first Plan for
Exploitation and Replication in the next months of the project. The filled KEY templates have been collected
and have been extensively discussed during the I Gamification Task Force meeting, held in Rotterdam, on the
27th of February 2019.

x
x
x

Review of services

CPD

Installations

Selection
professionals

x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

Satisfaction
Assessment

x
x

Level 3
After renovation

Performance
Monitoring

Stakeholders
Homeowners
Housing Association
Architects
Engineers
Contractors
Installers
Quality Inspectors

Executive Design

Preliminary Design

Decision Making

Steps
Partners Involved
UIPI
HE, FEDERc, ICLEI
ACE, UNIBO
REHVA, UNIBO
HIA, BAUW
ISSO, BAUW
ISSO

Level 2
Renovation

of

Level 1
Design

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

The following table presents summary of key WP2 research, re-elaborating the results deriving from the filled
KERs templates from partners, that are relevant and applicable for developing the TripleA-Reno replication
and exploitation plan and user/customer journeys. It summarizes key platform users together with different
functionalities (KER) that the platform could provide, considering the 3 the three levels: 1) design, 2)
renovation 3) after renovation.
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Platform
Users
Owners
(investors)

Contractors

Housing
company

Experts

Design
level
- cost and benefit analysis
- timeline
- selection of relevant
contractors
- process transparency
- competitive prices
- familiar with building and
project characteristics and
requirements
- being part of the project

communicating
occupants and owners
- close cooperation
community manager

with
with

- existence and awareness of
project
- familiar with building and
project characteristics and
requirements
- providing advice, help and
expertise when it comes to
selecting contractors

Renovation
level
- deviations from planned work
- what decisions need to be
taken

After renovation
level
- monitoring and
planned KPIs

- communication with other
stakeholders (e.g. when job is
finished, problems are detected
or solved, possible disturbance)
- receiving feedback from
community
manager
(and
occupants)
- Supervise contractors
- Process monitoring
- Communicating with occupants

- receiving feedback
stakeholders (e.g. issues)

expertise
and
quality
assurance, advice
achieving
certification
requirements

achieving

from

- monitoring and achieving
planned KPIs
- receiving feedback from
stakeholders (e.g. issues) and
monitoring maintenance
- monitoring (certification)

These inputs, will constitute the basis for a dedicated Exploitation working session that will be held among
the project partners during the 3rd project meeting (June 2019, Budapest), for the further elaboration of the
Plan for Exploitation and Dissemination of Results (PEDR).
4.4 Storytelling Canvas
A physical one-day meeting (the TripleA-reno Gamification Task Force) has been organized with some
selected partners to brainstorm about the user-journey of the TripleA-reno platform.
Relevant project partners have been invited to represent directly or indirectly (members of their associations)
relevant user experiences, by following the using a TripleA-reno Storytelling Canvas.
The elements of the Storytelling Canvas have been introduced by HIA and a brainstorming session involving
actively the project partners took place. As a follow up action, these selected partners have been asked to
use the storytelling approach to identify KERs tracked to the following steps:
1. Describe your user-experience story! Translate the experience drawn in the “Storytelling Canvas”
during the brainstorming working session in a descriptive story (max 10 lines). Please use all the
elements you included in your storytelling canvas, including:
• Who is your audience?
• What is the real world you are facing?
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•
•
•
•
•

Who is your hero?
Who is the helper?
Who is the monster to fight?
Which is the call to adventure?
Why and when the crisis occurs and how the hero can overcome it? Etc…
2. Use your story and turn it into a challenge! Use for this exercise the inputs from the II Working
Session led by Geckotech, and try to address the following topics:
• What is the trigger?
• Who are the (possible) players?
• What are the goals? Where are these achieved?
• How are the goals achieved? When is it complete?
• What are the rewards for completion of the challenge?
• Which feedback loops are involved?
3. Describe your onboarding story! Also, for this step, use the inputs from the II Working Session led
by Geckotech, and try to resolve the following issues:
• Who should take part in the platform?
• How are they registered?
• Where are they registered?
• When are they registered?
STORYTELLING CANVAS
YOUR MOTTO:

YOUR PUBLIC:

REAL WORLD

SPECIAL WORLD

HELPER

HERO

TREASURE

MONSTER
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The results of the storytelling session are summarized in full in Task 6.1 This exercise had a paramount
significance in the perspective of further developing the scenario of usage of the platform and its relevant
(on-line/off-line) features and KERs.
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5

Horizon Result Booster Service

Contact has been made with the Horizon Results Booster service of the EC appointed expert, Sara Giordani,
from TTP Lab. The expert illustrated the service delivery plan as follows.
The first service is the Portfolio Dissemination & Exploitation Strategy (PDESC). The aim of this service was
to enhance H2020 project beneficiaries’ capacity to improve their exploitation strategy. Specifically, Module
C of the service provided TripleA-reno consortium partners guidance and training to improve the existing
project strategies towards a more effective exploitation of key exploitable results.
The exploitation strategy aimed to improve the following aspects:
➔ review of the key exploitable results of the project.
➔ revise, complement and clarify existing exploitation plans of project results and/or outline
exploitation paths of results.
➔ provide techniques to identify all relevant stakeholders in the exploitation value chain.
➔ support to perform a risk analysis related to the exploitation of results.
The second service is the Business Plan Development (BPD). The aim of this service was to assist
beneficiaries to bring their results closer to the market by developing an effective business plan, and by
preparing to secure appropriate funding for the implementation of project results. The service guided and
supported the TripleA-reno project beneficiaries in preparing their project result(s) for the market.
The service furthermore guided and supported the project beneficiaries in preparing their project result(s)
for the market. TripleA-reno project partners received tailor-made trainings and support allowing them to
develop a business plan which will include:
• a market analysis,
• a business strategy,
• operations plan,
• competitor identification and analysis,
• a clear action plan to be implemented by the project and an estimation of time to market.
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6

Key Exploitable Results

Using the Customer Journey mapping model, TripleA-reno can outline and tailor the functionalities needed
from users and suppliers at the different levels and define the touchpoints between users. Once a full view
on the customer journey become available, The Key Exploitable Results for TripleA-reno emerged.
Because the TripleA-reno platform aims to address several stakeholders within the renovation customer
journey, many are the functionalities and thus tools and workspaces – namely digital and virtual ones – as
illustrated in the figure below.

First step in the development of the TripleA-reno exploitation strategy and business model development was
therefore the selection of the Key Exploitable Results (KERs) among the several results and solutions
developed from the TripleA-reno project.
The MIRO platform was initially used as a co-creation tool during the 6th Consortium Meeting (3/12/2020 online) to prepare the HRB delivery plan to develop, for max 3 selected KERs:
1- Exploration Summary table
2- Exploration Intention Summary Table
3- Risk Assessment and Priority map
4- Use Options
5- Exploitation Roadmap
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TripleA-reno succeeded to deliver several functionalities at high TRL’s (8,9), the final integration reached alfaversion (TRL 6,7) and was therefore not considered as a KER. As all functionalities are developed in a modular
way, all elements are fit for further use in upcoming projects and replication.
After many discussions and debates, adjuvated by the HRB expert Sara Giordani, the consortium rounded up
around the paramount – most significative and representative, but also the most “market-ready” – KERs:
o
o
o

KER1: TripleA-reno Energy Transition Board Game
KER2: TripleA-reno Comfort Labelling Scheme
KER3: TripleA-reno Measure Showcase
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6.1 KER1: Energy Transition Board Game
An important component of the Horizon 2020 project TripleA-Reno the Energy Transition Game.

In this boardgame, players are
challenged to make an existing home
energy efficient, gas-free, or energy
neutral. The game can be played by
professionals and students in the
construction and technical sectors. It
is also suitable for use within
workshops at municipalities, housing
corporations, real estate, and
homeowners. The game can be a
perfect icebreaker during consults or
in education and training.
Players use measure and chance cards on the gameboard to renovate a home, while considering the
conditions of their scenario. When playing the game, you are challenged to consider multiple factors such as
comfort, energy saving, installation, maintenance, and economical aspects. In this way, players are
guaranteed to get a grasp of the bigger picture and the chances, opportunities, and challenges to face when
it comes to renovating buildings for the energy transition.
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Developments around the energy transition and the sustainable renovation of the built environment are
ongoing. This is part of the reason
why we will keep expanding and
optimizing the Energy Transition
Game, with help of input from
professionals
and
players.
Everyone can contribute to the
boardgame!
Examples of input can be:
•
•

•
•

Improving measure cards
Adding measure cards
(each set contains a
couple of empty cards,
and a download)
Adding insight questions to scenario cards
Creating new chance cards

Contributing to the Energy Transition Game equals contributing to a network of co-creation. In this way, it
will eventually be possible for anyone to get engaged and learn about sustainability of the built environment
in a fun way. All adjustments will be published under a Creative Commons (CC) license.
Co-creation furthermore led to an
unexpected high number of credible
improvements of the boardgame. As
part of the preparation for
exploitation the game was played with
different user groups (architects,
engineers, housing associations), key
take away of these sessions was that
each user group has its own optimal
proposition.
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6.2 KER2: TripleA-reno Comfort Labelling Scheme
The TripleA-reno combined labelling scheme is a voluntary labelling scheme, which includes the most
important energy performance, indoor environmental quality (IEQ) and well-being indicators for dwellings.
The methodology used of the most important certification schemes was reviewed, including regulations and
standards, in order to determine the relevant indicators and requirements. As a result of the assessment, the
TripleA-reno combined labelling scheme was developed, which includes the following indicators:
Main features

Indicators
Energy performance

Both calculated and measured energy uses are
presented.

Indoor environment and well-being

IEQ and well-being capability of the building and
technical building systems.

Measured indoor environment and well-being

Based on measured figures, related to the specific
dwelling and dependent on occupant habits.

6.2.1

Energy performance indicators

The energy performance indicators express the energy efficiency. These indicators are the energy class of the
Energy Performance Certificate, the calculated total primary energy use, the calculated and the measured
delivered use, the share of renewable energy use and the area-weighted thermal transmittance for aboveground structures.
According to the EPBD, the primary energy consumption for dwellings considers only the energy consumption
of heating, cooling, domestic hot water, and ventilation. However, from the end-user point of view, the
calculated total primary energy consumption may be too difficult to understand; furthermore, there are
significant differences among primary energy factors of different energy sources. Therefore, it makes sense
to show the delivered energy use besides the total primary energy use.
Regarding the type of energy use, both the calculated and measured delivered energy uses are included in
the TripleA-reno labelling. The calculated delivered energy use is an objective way to evaluate the energy
performance, while measured energy can be a useful indicator to compare energy consumption before and
after deep renovation.
The area-weighted average thermal transmittance is included as an energy performance indicator in the
TripleA-reno combined labelling as it is useful when comparing building structures before and after the
renovation, or when one compares the energy characteristics of structures in different buildings. The areaweighted average thermal transmittance regards only the above-ground structures.
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The share of renewable energy use in the total primary energy use is included in the TripleA-reno combined
labelling. This indicator is very clear and can motivate end-users to use more renewable energy and protect
the environment.

6.2.2

Well-being and IEQ indicators

The occupant’s well-being perception and the indoor environmental quality very much depend on the
features of the technical building systems. In the developed TripleA-reno combined labelling, the well-being
and IEQ indicators focus on the most critical features of the technical building systems, which on the one
hand influence IEQ and occupant well-being in residential buildings, and on the other these can be improved
through renovation. The qualitative well-being and IEQ indicators are the control of the heating/cooling
system, the fresh air flow per number of occupants, the air tightness of windows and doors, the exterior
shading, the radiant heating/cooling systems and the radiant temperature asymmetry.

6.2.3

Measured well-being and IEQ indicators

The well-being and IEQ indicators presented in the previous section provide feedback about the technical
building systems and its capabilities from well-being and IEQ point of view but does not provide information
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on what figures are realised in the analysed dwelling. Therefore on-site measurements are needed to
evaluate the realised condition and provide information to the occupants on which parameters are good and
which one should be improved.
The operative temperature, the relative humidity and the CO2 concentration are the most important
parameters that people are sensitive about therefore the measurement of these parameters is mandatory.
The measurement of most common air contaminants, such as TVOC (total volatile organic compounds),
formaldehyde and particulate matter (PM2.5, PM10) are also taken into account in the TripleA-reno labelling.

6.2.4

Labelling

The energy performance indicators express the energy characteristic of the building, which contains the
energy efficiency class, the calculated and the measured energy use, which are displayed to the end-user one
by one. The energy efficiency class (A+, A, B, C, ...) of the analysed dwelling clearly conveys the energy
efficiency of the current condition. The calculated figures, such as total primary energy use, delivered energy
use per energy sources, measured energy use per energy sources, the share of RES and the area-weighted
average thermal transmittance provide information on the main energy characteristics of the analysed
dwelling.
Concerning the joint assessment of well-being and IEQ, the labelling output is put in one class to ensure a
user-friendly output. However, the labelling presents not only the result (the achieved class) but also all
indicators with their gained and theoretical maximum points, which details the result and provides
information on what should be improved.
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6.2.5

Labelling tools

The combined labelling template has been developed in Excel sheet format and was tested with the demo
cases. The excel template of the combined labelling can be downloaded via this link: https://tripleareno.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Annex-1-TripleA-reno_Combined-labelling-template_v2.xlsx.
A
video guide was made on how to use this Excel template, which is available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83CRCd-Qd5k
The TripleA-reno project team developed the combined labelling web tool, which is available at:
https://engine.triplea-reno.eu/label. The combined labelling report can be made easily by using the web tool,
which is much more user-friendly than the excel template. If every necessary data is available the labelling
process can be done within a short time (10-15 minutes).

The TripleA-reno project team developed the Labelling Wizard too, which is available at https://tarlabeling.web.app/#/
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The Labelling Wizard is especially for non-expert users, who would like to get some feedback on energy
performance and IEQ. This is a first step of attracting people’s interest, which provides a slight analysis and
recommendations on the energy efficiency and comfort parameters, which then can be continued with
performing a deeper analysis, the combined labelling performed by an expert (introduced in the previous
section). There are relatively simply questions regarding the energy use, the technical building systems and
the health symptoms. There are pictures at some questions, which help the user to select the right answer.
Concerning the measured figures, the user is able to skip these kinds of questions, but if one knows
temperature, relative humidity, CO2, etc. figures there is a possibility to provide these measured figures,
which then will be presented at the summarizing page. Based on the answers the Wizard generates
recommendations, mainly facts and tips, which can help end-users to improve energy performance and IEQ
of their home by more conscious operation.
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6.3 KER3: TripleA-reno Measures Showcase
The energy renovation sector presents several problems; among these a lack of dedicated information to end
users (homeowners and house managers) and the difficulty for professionals to find potential clients who
want to face a renovation. There is not a place where manufactures and technology providers can show their
products and innovative solutions. Platforms with product showcases, already exist but they have a general
orientation (both building and furniture) and are often focused on the economic aspect.
The TripleA-Reno Measures Showcase responds to the specific need to make the energy requalification
market attractive. In the TripleA-reno Measures Showcase, vendors can pay to showcase their products and
innovative solutions in a “deep renovation oriented” marketplace directly connected with professionals
and users who might be tempted to use these products after inserting them in their projects.
The Measures Showcase is a platform that links a catalogue of user-friendly packages and measures with a
range of features (graphics and techniques) that are the competence of professionals, in a Deep-Renovationoriented place where technology and product innovation are highlighted.
The platform is designed for each type of user providing different uses:
•
•
•

Homeowners and house managers can see the list of measures only to include them in their projects
created on the TripleA-reno platform
Professionals can see the measures and use them for their projects also outside the platform
For vendors it is convenient because it is a professional marketplace and because the network of
professionals and landlords that consult the platform will be encouraged to use their products

For the maximum exploitation by professional and construction companies, the interface of
products/object/measures with BIM environment is essential. In the market are already present platforms
like the Measures Showcase such as:
• BIMobject: On-premises, cloud-based digital content management system that helps professionals
develop, convert, and publish BIM objects.
• BIM.Archiproducts: BIM object library to insert directly into your project. All objects are designed by
the team or certified if produced by third parties.
• National BIM library: UK BIM object library, very large and in increase, with excellent platforms for
companies.
All of these are well-established platforms, but they are very expensive for the companies: a monthly
subscription is required to have their products on the platform. There are many targets marketing services
available.
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7

Portfolio Dissemination & Exploitation Strategy (PDESC)

For the following sections, inputs have been taken from the Portfolio Dissemination & Exploitation Strategy
(PDES) Report of the HRB service (Module-C). Comments from the HRB expert have been addressed by the 3
Exploitation Leaders for KER1 (ISSO), KER2 (COMFORT) and KER3 (UNIBO & BRAMO) first, to proceed with
the second service focusing on the Business Plan Development.
7.1 KER 1 – The Energy Transition Game
Exploitation roadmap
Actions
1. Design a governance structure for managing the manufacturing, distribution,
improvements etc. of the board game [ISSO]
2. Organize meetings to improve performance, exchange experience… [All]
3. Evaluate co-marketing actions [All]
4. Design and test scenarios for game use [All]
Roles
EVHA-IVE translating and adapting, setting testing sessions. At least IVE evaluation
distribution options
ISSO will coordinate exploitation of this KER.
1. December 2021
Mileston
2. Quarterly meetings, first in December 2021
es
3. Part of quarterly meetings
4. 2022 Q1 en Q2
Financials Cost estimation for exploitation of the TripleA-reno end result of KER1
Costs
2021
2022
2023
(sub-)total
Costs
Maintenance and small improvements
Production costs (around €18 per game)
Sub total maintenance costs
Marketing costs
Handling of each offer (€8)
Sub total marketing and production
Total costs

Revenues

€
€

3.600
€ 3.600
150
1.600
€ 1.750
€ 5.350

€
€

€
€

2.000
3.600
€ 5.600
150
1.600
€ 1.750
€ 7.350

€
€

€
€

2.000
3.600
€ 5.600
150
1.600
€ 1.750
€ 7.350

€ 4.000
€0
€ 4.000
€ 450
€ 4.800
€ 5.250
€ 9.250

Revenue estimation for exploitation of the TripleA-reno end result of KER1
Projectnaam
Price
Number of sets
Total revenu
Total gross revenu

Other
sources of
coverage
Impact in
3-year
time

€
€

TripleA-reno BoardGame (Dutch version)
€
43 €35 + €8 handling
200
200
€
8.590 €
8.590 €
€
8.590 €
8.590 €

200
8.590
8.590 €

€ 25.770
25.770

Partners own budget or as a project paid by an external source (example educational fund)

The impact of the TripleA-reno boardgame is mainly to accelerate the renovation wave and
to professionalize energetic renovation advice. The game is not adding additional COreduction. Additional business for advisors, installers and suppliers of measures related to IEQ
improvement.
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7.2 KER 2 – The Comfort Labelling Scheme
Exploitation roadmap
Actions
Briefly describe actions planned to be executed 3-6 months after the end of the project.
● Define or refine the business model: COM, ISSO
● Improving KER 2 non expert version availability: BRAMO, IVE
● Exploring the possibility linking the expert version with the sensing kits: HIA, BHG
● Explore energy corners’ interest involvements for early adoption (at national
level, e.g., NL): ISSO
● Outline positioning in national markets: ALL
● The outcomes are already being used/ tested in other research projects (U-CERT
and reMODULEES), planning to be integrated into other ones (3m): ALL
● Set testing sessions and according to results, offer it to members (in English or
translated) according to the different options within IVE dissemination model
(newsletter - external tool, public tool, members tool) (3m): IVE
● Define copyright ownership and licensing scheme (main exploiter) (1m): ALL
● Outline costs for marketing, maintenance, and update; (Idea of a not-for-profit
association taking care of maintenance and update) (1m): ISSO, HIA, COM
● Explore standardisation opportunities in connection to the U-CERT project
outcomes (EPB Centre) (6m): ISSO, COM
● Translation to national languages (3m): IRI-UL, IVE, COM, HE
● Implementing IT requirements and functionalities gamification engine for
integration of the label into other online environments (i.e., the professional
version of the COMFORT label embedded into the Webserver of the U-CERT
project, the SENSI monitoring, re-MODULEES project) (3m): Geckotech
● Implementing IT requirements for online payments (to be paid by main exploiter)
(3m): Geckotech
● Co-develop with HE, ACE, UIPI and REHVA a marketing plan and strategy
including involvement of their members (3m): HE, ACE, UIPI, REHVA
● Roll-out with ACE, UIPI and REHVA a marketing plan and strategy including
involvement of their members (3-6 m): ACE, UIPI, REHVA
Roles
● IVE translating and adapting, setting testing sessions and evaluation distribution
options.
● IVE relating results with renovation paths and promoting decision making using
the label results
● Geckotech for implementing necessary IT changes and features and for hosting
and maintenance
● ISSO for using the comfort labelling within H2020 project U-CERT and providing
Dutch translations
● HIA connecting with the SENSI monitoring kit (for data-driven assessment of
energy and IEQ benefits, measurements before and after renovations)
● HIA Relating results in other H2020 projects, like U-CERT, re-MODULEES,
SAVEtheHOMES.
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Milestones

1. Translations to national languages (Hungary, Italy, Spain, Netherlands)
2. Finalization of the licensing scheme
3. Implementing IT requirements for online payments
4. HE, ACE, UIPI and REHVA finalized marketing plan and strategy
Financials
Estimated costs are follows:
Costs
• Hosting and maintenance:
• expert web tool (Geckotech): €4000/y
• Development (COM): €5000/y
• Marketing costs (mostly HR costs): €5.000/y
• Legal costs: €10.000-15.000
• Transaction (payment) costs: e.g., 3%
• Translations: €10.000 or Partners’ own budget
• Data-service for retrieving generated Comfort Labels: €5000
• Improving non-expert version availability: €5000
Revenues
Non-expert: copyright IVE + COM + BRAMO
• Scenario 1: €10 for energy corners by transactions.
• Scenario 2: for free. In this case selling labels generated with the expert version web
tool covers the costs of the non-expert version.
Expert (Excel sheet): for free. Creative commons / open source, non-commercial license.
COM owns the copyright.
Expert (online tool): pay per label €20
Estimated numbers 2.5% of 120,000 engineers & 545,000 architects
Evaluate the size of the market. In the Netherlands there are 7 million dwellings. If 1% of
the market €1.400.000 revenue; if 0.1% €140.000. In Hungary: there are 2.7 million
residential buildings. If 1% of the market €540.000 revenue; if 0.1% €54.000
It depends on the affiliates reselling the label. Be careful on the final price of the label
(e.g., max €30)
Plotting energy label on registers linked to GIS application.
Training sessions (€20 / module) (IP Assets: material for training).
Other sources U-CERT H2020 project can cover the costs for some extent.
of coverage
Impact in 3- Qualitative impact can be expected in the form of:
year time
• Comparable and transparent assessment of comfort levels
• Increased trust in renovation initiatives
• Enhanced awareness and sensibility toward energy saving
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7.3 KER 3 – The Measures Showcase
Exploitation roadmap
Actions
Briefly describe actions planned to be executed 3-6 months after the end of the project.
● Developing a detailed business plan
● Agreement on maintenance and hosting
● Partner committed to help with technicalities, with clauses for service
● Finalize the development of the Measures Showcase (TAR Objects)
● Testing session
● Testing with early adopters and with selected vendors
● Dissemination activities with professional users and manufacturers
Roles
● BRAMO: Implementation and development
● UNIBO: setting testing sessions, evaluating distribution options and translating
and adapting (if needed); will organise events to promote the use of the platform
and explain its functionalities and advantages to property owners and building
managers in locally relevant events in different EU countries
● Other partners could also organise events for promotion within their members
Milestones
● Definition of the Business Plan (by the end of November 2021)
● Agreements (by the end of November 2021)
● Testing session (January 2022-March 2022)
● Final version of the Measures Showcase (TAR Objects) (by the end of March
2022)
● Testing with early adopters (March 2022-April 2022)
Category
Cost
Frequency
Financials
Costs
Hosting and maintenance

15.000,00 €

year

Development

10.000,00 €

year

Marketing costs, mostly HR costs:

5.000,00 €

one-off

Legal costs

15.000,00 €

one-off

Transaction (payment) costs

3%

per transaction

Translations

3.000,00 €

one-off

Extra services-team helping vendors to define
specifics of their objects
Extra services implementing calculation module for
professionals

200,00 €

per object

40.000,00 €

one-off

INVESTMENTS COSTS

Revenues

total revenues year 1
Type

Eng.
Rate

Action

Num.

Fee

Number
per year

Revenues (year)

Professionals

5,00%

standard
plan

17500

0 €

1

- €

Professionals

0,05%

expert plan

175

200,00 €

1

35.000,00 €

Vendors

0,10%

basic plan

50

300,00 €

12

180.000,00 €
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Vendors

0,05%

premium
plan

25

500,00 €

12

150.000,00 €

Vendors

0,04%

1 object

20

300,00 €

1

6.000,00 €

Vendors

0,01%

5 objects

5

1.250,00 €

1

6.250,00 €

total

377.250,00 €

Market size:
Professionals (Italy) -> 350.000, Vendors (source: BIMObject) ->50.000
Cash Flow 3 Years:
cash flow three years
year

costs

revenues

total per year

1

-108.317,50 €

377.250,00 €

268.932,50 €

2

-79.800,00 €

660.000,00 €

580.200,00 €

3

-79.800,00 €

660.000,00 €

580.200,00 €

total three years

1.429.332,50 €

Other sources Resources needed to bridge the investment needed to increase TRL and ensure the result
of coverage
is used.
Impact in 3• Professionals involved in the Team (6 people)
year time
• Professionals involved in modelling objects for the vendors (5 people)
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8

Horizon Result Booster Service BPD

8.1 KER 1 – The Energy Transition Game
Business Plan Structure
Problem

When renovating a residential building there are many possible ways to tackle the
renovation challenge. Because there are too many options it becomes difficult to
make a selection. Options must be made more comprehensible and trustworthy for
the homeowners to become more confident about the topic. Every actor in the value
chain tries to solve this tricky issue in another way.
-

Technology providers and advisors often focus on pre-selection of a series
of energy efficiency technologies.
- Homeowners often reduce complexity by making small no-regret efforts by
choosing for single measure approaches,
- Landlords are often struggling in getting consent for selected measures from
their tenants.
- Homeowners in multi-apartment buildings cannot decide individually for
most of the measures, as this usually requires either approval or equivalent
interventions from other owners of the building (depending on the country).
Collective decision making and learning by application of the TripleA-reno
boardgame might result in more effective and appreciated retrofitting concepts by
enabling co-creation of (deep) renovation concepts in physical gathering of and
interacting with the group.
Customer segments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Alternative
solution

Social housing associations & landlords
Multi-apartment building managers or Owners Association
Municipalities facilitating energy transition in the built environment
Energy advisors and architects
Construction and installation companies
Training institutes with focus on segments 1-5
Homeowners & tenants

The alternative solutions are mainly incorporated in strategies people in the
customer segments use to tackle the energetic renovation challenge. This behaviour
is in fact the main competitor.
Homeowners: Solo (or community) engagement – investing their own time and
effort in studying necessary topics to come up with a sustainable possibility.
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Typically explore the next steps by using the internet or in dialogue with their
neighbours and family members.
Tenants: This depends on the exact relationship between tenants and the housing
providers, as well as the rights of tenants to demand certain standards with
impunity. Tenants in the private rental sector, for example, may have different
opportunities to engage with their landlord than a tenant in a public or social
housing scenario. For example, someone could be a tenant in a mixed-tenure
building, in which many of their neighbours own their own home. This can diminish
the possibility for so-called collective action, due to the likelihood of residents
having diverging renovation goals or perspectives. Tenants living in cohesive public,
cooperative or social housing situations, where a building typically has a single
owner or a collective ownership structure, often have an automatic role to play in
renovation planning and investment decisions in their building, and they can unite
with their fellow tenants around a common set of circumstances. At the same time,
some tenants may not want to attempt to push for improvements, for fear of rent
increase from landlords. This will depend on factors such as the protection afforded
to tenants from things like arbitrary termination of their contract or rent hikes.
Social housing associations: Public, cooperative or social providers are often legally
required to negotiate with their tenants on the implementation of renovations or
changes in buildings. Large providers can often have full-time specialists designated
to deal with informing and discussing renovations with tenants. Broadly speaking,
as non-profit providers, housing associations typically have limited budgets, so
renovation strategies may avoid certain types of buildings, or else certain types of
renovations, which are deemed either too costly, or not providing benefits to a
sufficient percentage of tenants.
Landlords: Avoiding renovation projects during tenancies; targeting
buildings/properties that are easier to renovate, especially newer properties (less
conflicts of interests, less moderating and facilitating activities, less investment
needed); postponing renovation plans in times of uncertainty (pandemic effects)
Municipalities: Local authorities are the level of government that is closest to its
citizens and therefore plays an important role in raising the awareness of
homeowners with regard to energy renovations. Awareness raising activities are
often conducted in the context of neighbourhood-level renovation programs,
targeted physical and media campaigns as well as via services offered by One-StopShops. Driving the energy renovation of public buildings is also understood to help
draw attention to energy renovations (and encourage private sector actors to enter
the renovation market). The already mentioned One-Stop-Shops are seen as having
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considerable impact on building awareness and trust, but the use of games to
sensitise homeowners to the topic of energy renovations is rarely explored.
Energy advisors and architects: often rely on professional tools for modelling
energetic renovation measures and effects. The output of these tools are often not
easily interpretable by home owners and occupants.
Construction and installation companies are mainly focussing on their own
strengths in the solutions they offer. Also, quite a number of them are cooperating
with advisory websites (energy counters) where requests for offers (most often
single measure offers) can be done by homeowners. With regards to social housing
providers and landlords some installation and construction companies focus on
sustaining building stock by taking it into account in long term maintenance
approaches.
Building managers or Owners Association: are underpaid or not sufficiently
engaged and are not obliged to do it.
An internet search reveals that there is board game related to remodelling and
renovation of houses, like:
-

“Flipping Out: The House Remodel Game (2011)”
o Not released / no longer available
“Dream Home (2016)”
o An attractively designed game although it does not address
energetic renovation measures.

What does your solution do better?
-

it is a multi-level/ alternative scenarios comparison
it is a time and cost-effective tool
It is a collective and robust decision-making process that is visual, tactile,
and relatively simple.
it is adapted to the less computer literate
it guides the user through a cognitive process that facilitates understanding
of otherwise somewhat complex topics
it provides proofed energy efficiency measures
it can be used as educational resource

What are the benefits considering what your user/customer wants?
-

It clarifies certain difficulties in the decision-making process
It brings together stakeholders and creates a space where discussion can be
run more transparently and on a more equal basis.
Helps understand the multi-benefits of deep renovation.
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-

Trust on the solution provided and transparent, clear indicators that
facilitate comparability
Meeting of owners are most of the time chaotic: minimise the chaos and
engage in the game for building a community
Collective decision-making is made easier, obtained through playing.
Decision making algorithm for energy renovation based on different criteria,
which are identified as important.
Unbiased, transparent, and independent advice (advice does not need to be
transformed in a contract but can remain as knowledge). Tailored on the
choices of the owners.

How does your solution solve problems better than alternative solutions?
-

-

-

Alternative solutions are time and cost-intensive (for owners/investors, if
they decide to do most of the work themselves; for housing managers if they
must moderate and facilitate a decision-making process with many
stakeholders)
Or simply result in less renovation projects due to avoidance of engagement
by key actors (owners avoiding action due to investment of time, energy,
and stakes being considered too high; housing managers avoiding
engagement due to large amount of management and facilitation, which
they do not consider their responsibility)
Heterogeneously found (or provided) solutions hold different formats of
information and are more difficult to compare. Also, the board game
solutions come from an expert panel of organizations, which ensures trust.

Weak point of the boardgame
The moderator of the gameplay in its current version still needs to understand the
solution (targeting energy providers); help with the prioritisation of the problems
and of the feasible solutions. As some choices made during playing are at first sight
very attractive, but on second sight not. For example, use of heat networks looks
very promising with regards to costs and energy points earned, although that is only
the case when a heat network is available. Creating a new one is in most cases not
realistic.
Unique
Selling
Point USP - Unique
Value Proposition
UVP

Our TripleA-Reno boardgame helps homeowners and occupants who want to
energetically renovate their home by exploring together the most desirable
retrofitting strategies & concepts and facilitating the dialogue. Unlike finding
solutions on your own or gathering consent for a predefined solution.

Description

A physical board game that creates space for different stakeholders –
owners/investors, housing managers, energy advisors – to exchange their
expectations, needs, knowledge, doubts, ideas, etc. regarding a specific renovation
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project and work their way towards shared and clear understanding of concrete
scenarios for the renovation.
The whole package consists of:
-

The localized boardgames (NL, EN, ES, SI, IT, HU)
The localization manual
The landing-page for co-creation
The vector graphics used in the game

"Market" – Target All actors involved in sustaining the built environment, particularly:
market
• Renovation of residential apartment buildings with a rather complex
ownership (stakeholder) structure.
• Renovation and retrofitting of individual (single family) buildings.
Who are the customer segments?
1. Social housing associations & landlords [distributors, customers]
2. Multi-apartment building managers or Owners Association [customers]
3. Municipalities facilitating energy transition in the built environment
(e.g., awareness raising events and providing energy corner services)
[distributors]
4. Energy advisors and architects [facilitators & distributors]
5. Construction and installation companies [facilitators & distributors]
6. Training institutes with focus on segments 1-5 [facilitators & distributors]
7. Homeowners & tenants [customers]
"Market" – Early Frontrunners in sustaining the built environment recognising the value of multi
stakeholder involvement and taking into account people.
Adopters
Geography might matter for early adopters, but in general it does not matter. Local
support and financial support might matter in this sense.
Launching customers
● Municipality of Zagorje households [IRI-UL]
● Chamber of commerce its real estate association - Housing Managers of
Slovenia [IRI-UL]
● EnSvet network of energy advisors (Eco Fund, IRI-UL). IRI-UL presented it to
chamber of commerce its real estate association. They are showing some
interest and we are planning test with one of its members (operative
managers of multi-family buildings). The Game was presented to Eco fund
(subsidy provider in SI) and the feedback was positive. 6 of their energy
advisors are testing it. Eco fund manages the network of 60+ energy advising
offices around the country. The interesting feedback from them was that
most people coming to them already know which measure they want to
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●
●

implement. IRI-UL is having several tests ongoing with physical persons
(potential investors). This is not a fun game, but decision algorithm. At least
one feedback is expected from industry (building material manufacturer
Xella). The Game was handed to professor of building services at Faculty of
Mechanical engineering, and they are planning to use it with students.
Spanish Architectural studio involved in educational activities [IVE]
TVVL, training energy and installation advisors [ISSO]

"Market" - Size

What is the market size for your solution?
What is the percentage of that market you will be targeting?
Depends on outcomes of the usage by our launching customers
We assume that the market size for the first 3 years is about thousand sets per
country. We aim to reach 750 sets per country (75%)

"Market" - Trends

Millions of homes need to be energetically retrofitted in each EU member state.

Settings
Acceptance

– What is the public acceptance? n/a
What is the social impact? n/a
What is the environmental impact? n/a
What is the economic impact? n/a

Settings – Legal What are the legal requirements? n/a
and
regulatory What are the normative requirements? n/a
aspects
What are the ethical requirements? n/a
Go to Market – Use The main use model will be selling localised board games in EU member states.
For localisation, translation and extending the board game a creative commons
model
approach and form of licensing is applied. ISSO provides web shop functionality (EUwide) for ordering of localised game versions (with a transparent fee structure). ISSO
also provides a landing page for co-creators and translators. Consortium partners
have the freedom to set up their own production and distribution lines at national
level.
Exploitation as a social enterprise.
Social enterprise means that all profit will be invested back into future
improvements. Social also means that further co-creation with players and other
stakeholders will be the main mode of operation. A social enterprise is an operator
in the social economy whose main objective is to have a social impact rather than
to make a profit for their owners or shareholders. It operates by providing goods
and services for the market in an entrepreneurial and innovative fashion and uses
its profits primarily to achieve social objectives. It is managed in an open and
responsible manner and, in particular, involves employees, consumers and
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stakeholders affected by its commercial activities. (Social Business Initiative,
European Commission).
NL - ISSO
● ISSO will be the coordinating partner for exploitation.
● ISSO acts as the social enterprise
● ISSO in in charge of future improvements
● The main exploitation route is “selling” sets
● Another activity is hosting the co-creation community too harvest
improvements from players, other projects and from other countries
● In NL the selling price is €35,- a piece. This to feed the revolving fund for
future updates (especially DTP costs).
SI – IRI-UL
● Use in other H2020/Horizon Europe projects
● Selling point for Slovenia
ES - IVE
● Use in training activities
● Availability through IVE website (Selling point for Spain)
ICLEI: Exploitation in municipality-led contexts
To increase the uptake in the context of municipality-led energy renovation
campaigns, the boardgame could be included in a package of tools that local
renovation program managers could avail of. This would require the sourcing and
compilation of other supporting tools (e.g. operational online platforms that could
be used, outreach material that could be adapted for local purposes, etc.), to make
it an attractive resource. Such an open source / low cost "materials and tools
package" could potentially be disseminated via the ICLEI website
"Market"
Competitors

– Who are your "competitors" (note: they are the ones offering "alternative
solutions”)?
Energy counters: Energy counters in the Netherlands are often web based tools
where homeowners can explore retrofitting options. (with mostly the service to
provide an offer based in the input provided)
What are their strengths and weaknesses compared to you?
Strengths: they already have in most case quite well developed websites and
decision support tools
Weaknesses: most often they do only have a technology and measure driven
approach instead of taking into account other values they can deliver.
Energy advisors or consultants: they can be competitor, but also and specially
customers. The game gives them a tool to ease and make communication more
comprehensive.
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Go to Market – IPR ISSO has provided together with external consultant of DWA a basic version of the
Background
transition game as starter. This background IPR was provided for free. In return DWA
has received the in TripleA-reno improved version.
Go to Market – IPR For all IPR Foreground mentioned the same Creative Commons license is applied.
Foreground
ISSO: Dutch translation, Localisation Manual, Community webpage NL & EN
Comfort Consulting: Hungarian translation
UNIBO: Italian translation
IVE: Spanish translation
IRI-UL: Slovenian translation
External consult DWA: graphics

Go to Market – The results are fully usable at the end of the project.
Timing
Go to Market - We will reach the early adopters by the following channels
Channels
- LinkedIn & Twitter
- Cooperation with REHVA, ACE, UIPI and ICLEI members
- Cooperation with training providers active in this area
- Contact via already established contacts e.g. LAB members in reMODULEES
Go to Market - What will be the eventual price of the solution?
Pricing
€35,- for a physical set.
The Team

ISSO: Jan Cromwijk (coordinator) & Carmen Poort (communication & community)
IVE: Ana Sanchis (translation) & Leticia Ortega (use in trainings)
IRI-UL: Jure Vetršek (translation) and SI market deployment
UNIBO: translation

The
Team
– Cantique (NL): Desk Top Publisher & repro for production
External providers
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8.2

KER 2 – The Comfort Labelling

KER Form
Problem

We assume owners look for energetic renovations in many cases without a clear
understanding of how energetic renovations can influence (improve/worsen)
indoor climate. This results often in suboptimal energetic renovation concepts that
do not optimise the energetic improvements together with improvements in indoor
climate.
Energetic renovation advisors advising owners in general do not have the tools to
easily get insight into the current indoor climate and to prove the impact of choices
made for the energetic renovation concept on indoor climate. We assume they also
have a lack of clear data about impacts on indoor climate after the energetic
renovations. “During a focus group interview, the representative of a building
renovation company explained they made many renovation projects, but they
neither have accurate data on the achieved energy saving, nor the enhanced
comfort in the renovated buildings.”
When indoor climate is considered, it is done by making different reviews – energy,
indoor environmental quality (IEQ), well-being – separately, however at the end
they do not have a clear view on the overall performance and do not get information
on how the renovation measures affect both the energy performance and the
comfort together. This substantiates the need for the combined labelling scheme
including energy, indoor environmental and well-being indicators, which can label
dwellings, even before and after a renovation project.
Our customers are professionals (building engineers, architects, and energy
consultants), and housing associations who can inform homeowners, tenants,
landlords and investors about the energy performance, indoor environmental
quality and well-being properties and development opportunities of homes by using
the TripleA-reno combined labelling scheme.
We can summarize the problems and the combined labelling as a solution for these
problems in this way:
1. Professionals need to communicate the improvements with regards to
energy efficiency in combination with indoor climate to fulfil their duty of
customers’ well-being (better sale/ happier customers in the long tail,
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higher credibility). → The combined labelling can help professionals in
presenting both energy performance and comfort data in one report.
2. Housing associations, building managers need to convince residential
owners about the benefit of retrofitting. → The combined labelling includes
energy performance and comfort parameters as well, which can help
housing managers to convince homeowners in the decision making on
building renovation.
3. Professionals need an easy-to-use labelling tool, which includes the review
of energy performance, IEQ and well-being aspects. → The combined
labelling is available as a web tool, which is easy to use, self-explaining and
the report can be made and downloaded in a couple of minutes.
Alternative
solution

Currently the assessment of comfort is normally based on personal know-how, and
for the occupants still largely relying on consultancies and trust.
As far as we know there is no available combined labelling scheme developed
specifically for residential dwellings, which presents altogether the energy
performance, indoor environmental quality, and well-being indicators. Usually, the
existing schemes that are addressing indoor climate are only for utility buildings,
expensive, complicated, and time-consuming due to the fact those schemes often
address many topics in one scheme.
The strengths of such alternative schemes such as LEED, BREEAM, DGNB schemes,
are that they are reliable and transparent and that a lot of references are available
so far.
The weakness is that these schemes are most often focussed on utility buildings,
expensive, complicated and require a time-consuming process and contain other
aspects that are not so relevant regarding the renovation of a building. The labelling
of the qualitative parameters that influence the indoor environmental quality and
wellbeing has not been included in the existing schemes or only partially appeared
(e.g., evaluation of the temperature control strategy in the BREEAM certification
scheme). As for the labelling of well-being, the WELL building standard focuses on
well-being aspects, but it does not label the energy performance of buildings.
The ALDREN Project has developed a combined labelling scheme for offices and
hotels. They intend to do the same for residential buildings.
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Unique
Selling
Point USP - Unique
Value Proposition
UVP

Our TripleA-reno Comfort Label for residential buildings
helps professionals in energetic retrofitting
who want to advise optimisation of indoor climate hand in hand with optimizing the
energy performance?
by avoiding the use of multiple and complicated advisory tools
and enables them to use one combined labelling scheme including energy, indoor
environmental and well-being indicators, which can label dwellings, before and
after a renovation project.
Unlike other tools that are most times only usable for utility building and therefor
expensive, complicated, and time-consuming.

The TripleA-reno Comfort Label value proposition is made by using the adlib template from Strategyzer

Description

The TripleA-reno combined labelling scheme is a voluntary label, which includes the
most important energy performance, indoor environmental quality (IEQ) and wellbeing indicators for existing dwellings.
There are three set of indicators:
1. Energy performance indicators
2. Well-being and IEQ indicators (related to the technical building system)
3. Measured well-being and IEQ indicators (related to the apartment and
depending on occupant habits)
The energy performance indicators express the energy efficiency. The indicators are
the energy class of Energy Performance Certificate, the calculated total primary
energy use, the calculated and the measured delivered use, the share of renewable
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energy sources and the area-weighted thermal transmittance. The calculated
primary and delivered energy use consider the energy consumption of heating,
cooling, DHW and ventilation, according to the requirement of EPBD for residential
buildings.
Besides the calculated energy uses, the measured figure is also valuable
information, because it shows how much the real energy consumption of a building
or building unit is. If a building has not been used for a long time (1 month or more)
the measured figure should not be considered, but in all other cases the measured
energy use can be used to:
1. Compare the real energy performance of different buildings or apartments
2. Monitor the real energy performance and the impact of measures
3. Compare the real energy performance before and after a (deep) renovation
project
4. Compare the calculated and the real energy performance of a building or
apartment
The occupant’s well-being perception and the indoor environmental quality very
much depend on the features of the technical building systems. For example, room
heating control is better than central heating control, because in the latter case the
occupant cannot control the indoor temperature according to her/his specific need.
Therefore, qualitative features of the technical building systems shall be rated as
well. The most important features of the technical building systems were collected
which on the one hand influence IEQ and occupant well-being in residential
buildings, and on the other hand can be improved by renovation. The qualitative
well-being and IEQ indicators are the control of the heating/cooling system, the
fresh air flow per number of occupants, the air tightness of windows and doors, the
exterior shading, the radiant heating/cooling systems, and the radiant temperature
asymmetry.
The qualitative well-being and IEQ indicator provide feedback to the end user about
the technical building systems and its capabilities from a well-being and IEQ point
of view but does not give information on what figures are realized in the analysed
residential building or apartment. Therefore, onsite measurements are needed to
evaluate the realized condition, giving information to the end-user which
parameters are good and which should be improved. Those essential parameters
are collected that have significant effect on occupant well-being and IEQ in
residential buildings and on the other hand these can be improved by renovation.
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The measured well-being and IEQ indicators are operative temperature in the
heating and in the cooling season, the relative humidity, CO2 concentration, TVOC,
formaldehyde, PM2.5 and PM10.
The TripleA-reno combined labelling for residential buildings provides a powerful
analysis of both energy performance and comfort aspects (IEQ Indicators) especially
before and after energetic renovation.
In an easy-to-use online wizard, professionals fill in step by step the required
information. As a result, the review of the energy performance, IEQ and well-being
characteristics of the analysed dwelling are shown in one easy to download report.
In this report areas are highlighted that need to be addressed to ensure better
indoor environmental quality, wellbeing, and energy performance.
"Market" – Target Target of the TripleA-reno combined labelling are the actors of the building
market
renovation market in Europe. Due to its design, it is usable in all EU-member states
and climate zones. Customer segments are:
1) Professionals (HVAC engineers, architects and the energy consultants) can
provide an effective, but simple report, which is relatively easy to make and
provides the necessary information to homeowners.
● this is the customer segment of the expert version
● estimated numbers 2.5% of 120,000 engineers & 545,000 architects
2) Housing associations, building managers and landlords
● this is the customer segment of both non-expert version and expert version
3) Owners of advisory websites on energetic renovation such as energy corners and
energy-saving measure sales-hubs and energy label atlases.
● this is the customer segment of the non-expert version (online wizard easy
to use for non-experts with a minimal set of questions) leading to leads for
the first target group professionals advising homeowners, housing
associations and landlords.
4) Occupants and homeowners need more information on the effect of a building
renovation project, so the combined labelling can help them to get information on
energy performance, IEQ and well-being.
● this is the customer segment of the non-expert version (online wizard easy
to use for non-experts with a set of questions)
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●

as client of the other target groups

"Market" – Early Early adopters are part of the market and are bringing the exploiting team toward
Adopters
the target market(s). We foresee the following groups of early adopters:
1) Professionals (HVAC engineers, architects and the energy consultants)
● Local professionals in Hungary (via Comfort Consulting)
● Local professionals in the Netherlands (via Huygen, ISSO and REHVA
member TVVL)
● Architect members of Spanish association (via IVE)
● Engineer members of REHVA
2) Advisory website owners (on energetic renovation such as energy corners and
energy-saving measure sales-hubs and energy label atlases)
● Regionaal Energieloket (via ISSO)
● As part of the H2020 reMODULEES energetic renovation toolkit (under
development)
● As indicator on the H2020 U-CERT EPC-label
3) Occupants, homeowners, housing associations and landlords will be addressed
indirectly when implementation in reaching early adopters of 1) and/or 2) are
successful. When this is the case it will be strengthened with a dedicated set of
communication materials for campaigns.
To grow from rapidly from “early adopters” to “early majority” our strategy is to
work at national level with branch organisations and at EU level with umbrella
organizations.
"Market" - Size

What is the market size for your solution?
Our solution has value for all residential buildings that need to be / are energetically
renovated. The estimation as regards the number of residential buildings is as
follows:
•
•

•
•

Hungary: ~2 722 000 residential buildings (~ 4 000 000 residential units)
Slovenia: ~524 000 residential buildings in Slovenia of which 89% represent
single-family houses (~465 000 units). Total number of residential units is ~
850 000.
Netherlands: ~7 000 000 residential units
Italy: ~13 130 000 residential buildings (~33 580 000 residential units)
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•
•
•

Spain: ~9 804 000 residential buildings (~25 208 000 residential units)
Greece: ~2 534 000 residential buildings
EU, total: 92 000 0000 single family houses, 25 000 000 multifamily houses.
Nearly half of all European residential buildings were constructed before
1970.

What is the percentage of that market you will be targeting?
TripleA-reno Comfort Label will be seen as a success when 2.5 percent of the
energetic renovation market is using it (e.g., in the Netherlands 7 million residential
units means 350.000 Comfort Labels between 2021 and 2050, assuming the comfort
label will be used two times, before and after a renovation.)
Furthermore, the combined labelling can have multiple uses for verification
purposes.
"Market" - Trends

What are the market trends related to your solution?
Within the Renovation Wave Strategy, the Commission aims to double annual
energy renovation rates in the next ten years.
As Europe embarks on a road to climate-neutrality and post-COVID economic
recovery, a strong and ambitious national renovation strategy is key to impactful
spending of recovery funds available to Member States.
Nearly all residential buildings in Europe need an energetic retrofit between 2020
and 2050. Incentives are most of the times related with the end-performances of
the building, which can be labelled by TripleA-reno combined labelling. Energy
efficiency awareness is increasing in EU. Conscious energy saving and
environmental protection. Energy prices are significantly rising, both electricity and
natural gas. This put renovation projects at the forefront.
Within the EU 38% of residential buildings were built pre-1970, before the
widespread adoption of energy efficiency measures. The age of the EU built stock
suggests that to reach agreed energy efficiency targets a significant level of
renovation will be required.
As a result of UIPI survey “Property Owners’ Willingness And Capacity To Renovate”,
77% of respondents think it is beneficial to make their properties more energyefficient and sustainable. Property owners’ all over Europe show a strong
willingness to renovate their homes.
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Settings
Acceptance

– What is the public acceptance?
Little demand and non-responsiveness regarding multiple benefits of building
renovation.
In general, there is little interest from the users related to indoor air quality and
comfort parameters of homes. Although due to new developments indoor climate
measurements and due to COVID the public awareness of the importance of IEQ is
growing rapidly.
What is the social impact?
Better indoor climate leads to a decline in allergic reactions (mould & dust mite) and
asthma cases (due to high indoor humidity). It also prevents cases of headache,
fatigue and vision disturbances.
What is the environmental impact?
On the one hand parallel review of the energy performance and IEQ gives the
possibility to ensure the best comfort level with lower energy use, which protects
the environment, since lower energy use results in lower greenhouse gas emission.
On the other hand, the share of renewable energy use in the total primary energy
use is an indicator in the TripleA-reno combined labelling scheme, which is very
clear and can motivate end-users to use more renewable energy and protect the
environment.
What is the economic impact?
Additional business for advisors, installers and suppliers of measures related to IEQ
improvement.
Energy cost saving, better IAQ and well-being as benefits for the end-users.

Settings – Legal and What are the legal requirements?
regulatory aspects n/a
What are the normative requirements?
As for the energy performance of buildings, the normative requirements are
defined in the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD). The Energy
Performance Certificate (EPC) has been introduced according to the requirements
of the EPBD in EU countries at state or regional level. The EPC shows the
characteristics of the building envelope and the HVAC systems and demonstrates
the primary energy use of the building. The EPC is an objective assessment that
helps end-users getting information on energy efficiency; therefore the energy
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efficiency class from national EPC is used in the TripleA-reno combined labelling as
an energy performance indicator.
What are the ethical requirements?
GDPR compliant, clear, and transparent user consent on building data and the use
of generated Comfort Label in other applications and websites.
Go to Market – Use The use model will be dependent on the customer segment although all will be of
model
the type of provision of a service.
1 Professionals (HVAC engineers, architects, and the energy consultants)
An online service will be provided for the intake and generation of TripleA-reno
Comfort Labels. In some countries the service will be combined with a sensoring
offer for getting properly measured indoor climate data. Such as for example in the
Netherlands https://www.huygen.net/innovaties/binnenklimaat-expert-nodig
Most likely this service will be provided in a pay per label model or a reseller license.
For professionals that want to use it, a free obligatory e-learning and assessment
(to be developed) will act as a rudimentary form of process quality control.
2 Advisory websites (on energetic renovation such as energy corners and energysaving measure sales-hubs and energy label atlases)
For advisory websites the non-expert version will be provided for free. When an
expert label is requested, it is provided by one of the professionals providing the
Comfort Label as a Service.
For getting data about available Comfort Labels GIS-applications and energy label
providers have to sign a data-sharing agreement (to be developed). In that
agreement it will be agreed that for dwellings without a Comfort Label a link to the
non-expert version will be made.
3 Occupants, homeowners, housing associations and landlords
Will make use of the free service, after giving consent that the outcome may be
shared with GIS applications and energy label providers (consent agreement to be
developed).
In addition, use in other EU-projects for further improvement
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Use in other projects is mainly aimed at finding proper use cases for customer
segments 1 and 2. At this moment two projects have been identified.
- U-CERT (ISSO, HIA, COM, REHVA): for adding a comfort label as indicator on
the U-CERT Energy Performance Label
- re-MODULEES (HIA, ISSO, Bouwhulp): for adding both versions of the
comfort label into a toolbox for energetic retrofitting & for adding
outcomes to a GIS application that shows on cadastral level available
information on a residential dwelling.
- INFINITE: Utilization of TripleA-reno combined labelling in INFINITE (H2020)
for comfort and energy performance plug-in.
"Market"
Competitors

– Comprehensive labelling schemes are our main competitors.
Strengths: world level implementation, reliable, lots of references.
Weakness: complicated, time-consuming, and expensive (extensive and complex
processes related to the simple understandable results - scores.). Regulation is only
for energy, not for comfort.
At EU level competition can be expected from projects working on future EPC
improvements, such as the ALDREN project.
At national level it must be expected that other similar Comfort Labels will pop-up
in the coming years. For example, at the level of national REHVA members.
To deliver the service to a growing market share the exploiting team should be
prepared for rapid upscaling of the service. As it has to be expected that competitors
can easily copy-cat the importance of a better indoor climate (To mitigate that risk
an attractive licensing as use model can be taken into account).
Current competitors are energy advisors, who autonomously release indications or
report about performance and the comfort. This is not a structured competitors and
it can be converted into users, multipliers, facilitator of the TripleA-reno combined
labelling scheme.

Go to Market – IPR In the TripleA-reno consortium agreement all partners have declared no
Background
background IPR.
As to PARTNERNAME, it is agreed between the Parties that, to the best of their knowledge no data,
know-how or information of PARTNERNAME shall be Needed by another Party for implementation
of the Project (Article 25.2 Grant Agreement) or Exploitation of that other Party’s Results (Article
25.3 Grant Agreement).
This represents the status at the time of signature of this Consortium Agreement.

To produce the Comfort Label Comfort Consulting, Geckotech and BRAMO made
use of their own background IPR with regards to IEQ and IT-development of the
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web-services. No one of these companies claim any rights concerning IPR
Background.
Geckotech made a list of the 3rd party libraries and their respective licenses used in
the combined labelling expert web tool. All these libraries fall under open source,
permissive licenses; all used licenses are compatible with hosted applications used
for commercial purposes.
Go to Market – IPR What is the Foreground (type/ partner)?
Foreground
Non-expert version:
IVE + COM + BRAMO. Copyright on the first release of the codes (software). They
have the right to modify the design of the tool and to publish next release.
Expert version, Excel file:
• COM copyright on the Excel file working with the combined labelling
methodology.
• Non-commercial license for the Excel file.
Expert version, web tool:
• COM: copyright.
Go to Market – What is the time to market?
Timing
The English version of the Comfort Label (both expert and non-expert) is available
directly after project closure for all customer segments.
The data-service for retrieving generated Comfort Labels must be developed (as an
investment in customer segment 2) [within 3 months after project closure]
Translation to other languages must be developed (on a needs basis).
For adding translations to the online tools some additional IT investment is needed
[within 3 months after project closure].
Go to Market - How will you reach the Early Adopters?
Channels
We foresee to use the communication channels of our consortium partners at both
EU and national level:
1. REHVA + ACE professional organizations (as affiliates) for issuing labels
2. Through channels of Huygen, ISSO, IVE and COM to professionals
3. UIPI + Housing Europe (attract users)
4. Advisory websites
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Feedback collection is expected through these umbrella organizations: REHVA, ACE,
UIPI and Housing Europe.
Go to Market - What will be the eventual price of the solution?
Pricing
Estimation of price / unit and number of units sold to reach breakeven point (cover
costs).
Non-expert version:
• Scenario 1: €10 for energy corners by transactions.
• Scenario 2: for free. In this case selling labels generated with the expert
version web tool covers the costs of the non-expert version, excluded the
hosting and maintenance costs (KER 3).
• Scenario 3: KER 3 covers all the costs.
Expert version (Excel sheet): for free for non-commercial users.
Expert version (web tool): pay per label €20
The Team

Describe the team responsible for making sure the result is used (responsible to
implement the exploitation plan) include, if possible, names and qualifications of the
team members.
Comfort Consulting: improvements and quality control.
Geckotech and BRAMO: hosting and maintenance.
ISSO, REHVA: setting up exploitation at EU level.
ISSO, IVE, HIA and Bouwhulp: for integration in reMODULEES.
ISSO, IVE, HIA and COM for integration in U-CERT.

The
Team
– If you need to integrate your "team, whom do you need (new) external partners?
External providers
Which type of external providers?
REHVA members for implementation in Member States.
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8.2.1

Lean Canvas

Problem
1)
Top 3 problems)
1. Professionals need to
communicate
the
improvements with regards to
energy
efficiency
in
combination with indoor
climate to fulfil their duty of
customers’ well-being (better
sale/ happier customers in the
long tail, higher credibility)
2. Housing associations and
building managers need to
convince residential owners
about
the
benefit
of
retrofitting.
3. Professionals need an easyto-use labelling tool, which
includes the review of energy
performance,
indoor
environmental quality (IEQ)
and well-being aspects.

Solutions
4)
Top 3 features
1. The review of the energy
performance, IEQ and wellbeing characteristics of the
analysed dwelling is included
in ONE report.
2. The web tool is easy to use,
self-explaining therefore a
much cheaper and faster
assessment than alternative
solutions.
3. Onsite measurements
ensure the evaluation of the
actual condition, instead of
calculation/simulation that
can be different from reality.

Value proposition
3)
1. It can label dwellings both
on energy performance and
comfort AND includes onsite
measurements of energy use
and comfort parameters.
2. The labelling requires only
few, affordable portable
measurement device.
3. Easy to use and cheap web
tool unlike the competitors
(proven that it can be easily
used by uploading sensors’
data).

Existing
alternatives
to
address the same problems:
LEED, BREEAM, DGNB and
WELL labelling scheme

Unfair Advantage
7)
1. First mover
2. Localization of the Comfort
Label
3. Verification and testing
(database of the labels
generating reference and
credibility)

Customer segment
2)
1.
Professionals
(HVAC
engineers, architects and
energy consultants)
2. Housing associations,
building
managers
and
landlords
3. Energy advisers and
website owners (advisory
websites
on
energy
renovation)
4. Occupants, homeowners
Early adopters
1. Local professionals in
Hungary
and
in
the
Netherlands
2. Energy corners/ website
owners
3. Associations at national
level
4. Architect members of
Spanish association
5. Engineer members of
REHVA
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Key Metrics
Channels
8)
5)
1. Sold pieces of label.
1. REHVA + ACE professional
2. Nr of affiliates (reseller of
organizations (as affiliates) for
expert Comfort Labels)
issuing labels
3. Nr of websites showing
2. Through channels of
combined labelling.
Huygen, ISSO, IVE and COM to
4. Nr of expert trained.
professionals
5. Nr of publications about
3. UIPI + Housing Europe
Open Source.
(attract users)
Later: Nr of sensor kits sold
with the comfort label.
Cost structure
Revenue Streams
9)
6)
Hosting and maintenance:
Freemium model
Non-expert: copyright IVE + COM + BRAMO
• expert web tool (Geckotech): ~€4000/y
- Scenario 1: €10 for energy corners by transactions.
• non-expert web tool (BRAMO): part of KER 3
- Scenario 2: for free. In this case selling labels generated with the expert version web tool
hosting and maintenance costs.
covers the costs of the non-expert version.
Development (COM): €5000/y
- Scenario 3: KER 3 covers the costs.
Marketing costs (mostly HR costs): €5.000/y
Expert (Excel sheet): for free (creative commons / open source, non-commercial license. COM owns
Legal costs: €10.000-15.000
the copyrights.
Transaction (payment) costs: e.g., 3%
Expert (online tool): pay per label €20
Translations: €10.000 or Partners’ own budget
Data-service for retrieving generated Comfort Labels: Estimated numbers 2.5% of 120,000 engineers & 545,000 architects
Evaluate the size of the market. In the Netherlands there are 7 million dwellings. If 1% of the market
€5000
→ €1.400.000 revenue; if 0.1% → €140.000. In Hungary: there are 2.7 million residential buildings.
Improving non-expert version availability: €5000
If 1% of the market → €540.000 revenue; if 0.1% →€54.000.
It depends on the affiliates reselling the label. Be careful on the final price of the label (e.g., max €30)
Plotting energy label on registers linked to GIS application.
Training sessions (€20 / module) (IP Assets: material for training)
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8.3

KER 3 – The Measures Showcase

Business Plan Structure
Problem

General problems of energy renovation sector:
•
•

Lack of Deep-Renovation-dedicated information for users (Homeowners and
house managers)
Problem of professional people, they do not have work and they are not able to
directly find the potential customers

Problems we are addressing by users: Homeowners, Condominiums (multifamily
buildings communities of owners) and Landlords/investors
●
●

Difficulty in finding specialised professional to carry out the works
Difficult assessment of renovation needs and adapted renovation journeys

Problems we are addressing by customers (SMEs and Manufactures)
SMEs and technology providers are willing to showcase their products in an easy-to-use
platform which is specifically oriented to the deep renovation market. Online platforms for
showcase products do exist yet they are general-purpose oriented and often limited to the
economic aspects. The measures showcase in the TripleAreno platform instead answers to
the specific need of making attractive the deep renovation.
The customers (vendors and technology providers) would pay to showcase their products
and innovative solutions in a “deep renovation oriented” marketplace directly connected
with professionals and users who might be tempted to use these products after inserting
them in their projects.
Professionals, craftsmen, homeowners, and landlords are users but not customers of the
measures showcase, and they will not pay for using it (they indeed need to be attracted).
For the maximum exploitation by professional and construction companies the interface of
products/object/measures with BIM environment is essential.
Alternative
solution

Several platforms are now present in the market, the most successful are:
BIM OBJECT
link

http://bimobject.com
/en-us

BIM.Archipro
ducts
https://bim.ar
chiproducts.c
om/en

RevitCity
https://www.
revitcity.com/

National BIM
Library
https://www.
nationalbimli
brary.com/en
/

BIMcatalogs.
net
https://bimca
talogs.partco
mmunity.com
/3d-cadmodels?cwid=
7632

BIMstore
www.bimstor
e.co
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What
is

On-premises, cloudbased digital content
management system
that
helps
professionals
develop, convert, and
publish BIM objects.

Who
uses it

For designers it is a
free source of objects
conforming to the
real product with
implemented
parameters
that
reflect the various
configurations
and
options
possible,
including information
and
useful
data
throughout the useful
life of the product as
the
technical
features, assembly
instructions,
maintenance
instructions, etc. In
addition, a plug-in is
also available that
allows you to be
informed
if
the
manufacturer
performs an update
on the objects used in
the project running.
For companies it is an
opportunity to have a
direct contact with
designers,
people
whose job is to
choose the best
product on each
occasion, keep up to
date
information
about their products,
make known their
technologies.
Moreover,
by
exploiting the data of
Bimanalitycs, it is
possible to deduce
indications on which
products are most
interesting, in which
areas
certain
products
are
downloaded and all
referenced by the
contacts of individual

BIM
object
library
to
insert directly
into
your
project.
All
objects
are
designed by
the team or
certified
if
produced by
third parties.
The designers
for the library
of
objects
BIM, but also
to
have
estimates
specialized
consulting
and
special
prices
adhering to
the program
ambassador
(useful
for
interior
design)
Companies to
be able to
upload their
products on
the platform,
make known
their products
through the
catalog and
Archi
products
magazine
Retailers for
the possibility
you open an
online
showroom
and get in
touch with the
designers

One of the
first
BIM
library sites, is
communitydriven type,
so users are
free to upload
and download
families there.

BIM
object
library from
UK, very large
and growing
with excellent
platforms for
companies.

BIM
object
library
of
specific
brands,
completely
free
with
millions
of
users from all
over
the
world.

UK BIM library
of
objects
from specific
brands
and
from
the
community

Mostly BIM
users
and
designers, the
platform
is
free,
and
anyone can
load families

Designers to
download
BIM
object
families
(Revit,
ArchiCAD, ifc,
vector works,
Aecosim)
Companies to
make
their
products
known
by
loading not
only
BIM
objects
but
also product
specifications
on the NBL
Source
platform
(https://manu
facturers.then
bs.com/nbssource)
by
analyzing the
results
through NBS
Source
Analytics.

Designers to
get to know
brands
and
download
BIM objects
from
their
libraries
The
manufacturer
s to make
their products
known thanks
to all the
marketing
options on the
site

Designers get
to
know
brands
and
can download
BIM objects
from
their
libraries. The
manufacturer
s to make
known
the
products and
take
advantage of
the
many
services
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Pros

professionals
who
have shown such
interest by making
the download.
Very large database
of BIM objects that
can be downloaded
directly into the
project. Households
are really existing
products and are
produced
by
companies.
For
companies it is easy
to extract reports for
things like Leads and
downloads. PLUGIN
revit

Cons

Lack of more specific
search keys, Limited
furniture
libraries,
you cannot have
contact info of leads
that download your
libraries

fees

basic
plan:
495
€/month
for
10
products (no BIM
analytics)
standard plan: 695
€/month
for
50
products (no BIM
analytics)
premium plan: from
995 €/month for 100
products
(BIM
analytics)
free for designers

Imple
menta
tion
and
suppo
rt

Chat support, Cloud
implementation,
Saas, web, mac and
win

Very active on
the social part
Very
large
catchment
area (4 million
registered
users)
Affiliation
programmers
Not only BIM
(also CAD, 3ds
etc.)
Object
certification
Revit Plugin

Open
community,
forum

Certified
standard,
Revit
and
ArchiCAD
plugins,
template for
Revit and ifc
platforms for
companies

Seamless
product
integration as
a 3D preview
on
the
manufacturer’
s website
Interactive
pdf 3D data
sheet
App
for
Virtual Reality
Ability to add
markers for
augmented
reality

Very focused
on furniture,
little
on
technological
components
Unclear about
rates (ask for
a demo)
Used more by
designers
than
by
brands (80%
designers vs
20%Trade)
Demo request
for companies
Free
for
designers

Quality
not
guaranteed,
not attractive,
there is no
object design
service,
no
plugins

Missing
component
design service

Navigability
and
poor
accessibility
Unclear offers
No standard

free

free
for
designers, 3
floors
for
companies,
demo request

n/a

Plugin
for
REVIT, online
support

Online library,
no
plugins,
online
support

Libreria
online, plugin,
Assistenza
Online
e
telefonica

Online
Library,
Plugins,
Online
and
Telephone
Support

Content
Creation team
BIM training
to
create
objects
support for
APP
development
VR/AR
equipment
BIMstore eye
BIMstore
bible (not a
standard)
Partner
Autodesk
BIMstore
connect for
targeting
marketing
Plugin only for
Revit
Does not have
templates

Starter plan
260€/month
(10 products)
Professional
plan
300€/month
(50 products)
Enterprise
plan
400€/month
(100
products)
https://www.
bimstore.co/p
ricing for all
features
Online
assistance,
Revit plugin,
online
assistance
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Unique
Selling Point
USP
Unique
Value
Proposition
UVP

Description

The UVP of the Measures showcase is that it is Deep renovation oriented and not
focused only on economic aspect (the price of the product) but also on technical
specifics and energy performance.
Our Measures Showcase helps Vendors who want to present their products and
solutions for deep renovation by offering them a deep renovation-oriented showcase
focused on packages of components, directly connected with end-users, unlike other
platforms that are general purposes oriented and very expensive.
The Measures showcase is a platform that links a catalogue of measures easily reachable
by the user with a series of graphic and technical features that are the competence of
professionals.
The list of measures is visible by vendors only after registration so they can upload their
products.
End-users see the measures list only when inserting them in their project (according to the
chosen strategy).
Professionals can see the measures also to use them in their work outside the platform
(BIM object, technical specifics, performances).
It is professional marketplace and for vendors it is convenient because the network of
professionals and landlords that consult the platform
will be encouraged to use their products

"Market" – The target market is the building renovation market, and the customer segments are:
Owners, professionals, craftsmen (as users, with free access) and construction or energy
Target
contractors or manufactures (as vendors, customers with a fee)
market
"Market" – First phase: professionals and BIM users populate and validate database measures against
Early
the free access of the platform and access as a qualified professional (“badge”)
Adopters
Second phase: test with selected vendors (for the first 50 subscription, discount, or free
products)
"Market" - The market of the measures showcase is all the deep renovation market.
Size
Platform like BIMobjects have thousands of manufactures affiliated and millions of users.
The measures showcase will be considered a success if reaching the first year the 5% of the
professional for free access mode and the 0,005% for the expert use (i. e. 17500 subscribers
for the free access and 175 for the expert use) out of a total of 350000 professionals
(reference market: Italy), and the 0,1% and the 0,05% of the vendors market (on total of
50000, reference market: the whole building manufacture sector) for the subscription of
basic plan and premium plan, for a total of 50 and 25 respectively.
In the following two years we estimate to have:
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•
•
•
•

A total of 350000 new professional subscribers for the free access mode
A total of 700 new professional subscribers for the expert use
A total of 150 new vendors subscribers for the basic plan
A total of 100 new vendors subscribers for the premium plan

"Market" - Existing platforms are increasing their members because of the major use of BIM, in
Trends
addition to that the deep renovation market is now encouraged to cover all the existing
buildings.
Settings – What is the public acceptance?
Acceptance End-users (homeowners, house managers but also inhabitants) often don’t receive enough
information about deep renovation, or it is too specialists, the Measures Showcase could
represent a valid tool to make deep renovation process more attractive and accessible.
What is the social impact?
The Measures Showcase will put in direct contact all the people involved in deep
renovation: the homeowners o house managers, professionals and manufactures and
installers. This will contribute to adopt a holistic and user-centred approach during the
renovation process.
What is the environmental impact?
The existing building stock is the major reason of all the emission of CO2 in the EU. The MS
could be a driver for new energy renovation action making this process more accessible
and attractive
What is the economic impact?
The MS could be a driver to increase the rate of renovation in buildings market, moreover
it will be an occasion for professionals to know potential clients and vendors can show their
products increasing their sales.
Settings – What are the legal requirements?
Legal and n/a
regulatory
aspects
What are the normative requirements?
As for the energy performance of buildings, the normative requirements are defined in the
Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD).
What are the ethical requirements?
GDPR compliant, clear and transparent user consent on building data
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Go
to The use model is different in accordance with the market segment:
Market
– For end-users: delivering a service with a catalogue of measures to insert in their projects
on the TripleA-reno gamified platform (free access)
Use model
For professionals: delivering a service with a catalogue of measures linked with BIM object
and technical specifics that they can use in their work also outside the platform (free access)
For professionals: using the expert calculation module for their projects (payment of a fee)
For vendors: professional showcase, deep-renovation oriented where they can upload their
products and solutions (payment of a fee)
This feature could be developed also independently from the general TripleA-reno
platform. UNIBO could be interested in a spinoff.
"Market" – Platforms like
Competitors BIMobject: On-premises, cloud-based digital content management system that helps
professionals develop, convert, and publish BIM objects.
BIM.Archiproducts: BIM object library to insert directly into your project. All objects are
designed by the team or certified if produced by third parties.
National BIM library: UK BIM object library, very large and in increase, with excellent
platforms for companies.
All of these are well-established platforms, but very expensive for the companies: a
monthly subscription is required to have their products on the platform. There are many
targets marketing services available.
Thanks to the Measures Showcase, companies will have the opportunity to contact a larger
number of users and professionals. Focusing on renovation, there will be “measures” of
objects already created and gathered around specific objectives.
Go
to To produce the Measures, Showcase BRAMO will use their background IPR for the
Market
– catalogue of measures and for the IT-development and coding.
IPR
Background
Go
to What is the Foreground (type/ partner)?
Market
–
IPR
Component/
IPR/ Owner – type of right
module/ Know-how
Foreground

What access after the
project/ Conditions for
making it available
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Measures Showcase

BRAMO: code and design For free for end users
UNIBO: design
and professionals,
Fee for vendors
Fee for professional for the
expert calculation module

Go
Market
Timing

to The final version of the Measures Showcase will be ready in 6 months after the end of the
– project.

Go
to The channels could be:
Market
• The collaboration with Umbrella Association present in the Consortium and
Channels
Professional Associations.
• Selected manufactures from previous projects and collaborations
Go
Market
Pricing

The Team

to
-

Type
end user

Plan
n/a

profession
als
profession
als
vendors
vendors

standard
use
expert use

vendors
vendors

object
carnet

basic
premium

Description
access to the measures list to insert them in
their project in the TripleA-reno platform
access to the measures list, objects download,
usable in every project (not only TripleA-reno)
standard use + access and download of the
calculation module
upload of 10 objects, insights
upload of 50 objects, insights, 5 object
modelled by the team
creation of custom objects by the team
creation of 5 custom objects by the team

Fee
for free

Frequency
n/a

for free

n/a

200 €

year

300 €
500 €

month
month

300 €
1.250 €

object
carnet

BRAMO: design, development hosting and maintenance
UNIBO: design, testing, training

The Team – If you need to integrate your "team, whom do you need (new) external partners? Which
External
type of external providers?
providers
Professionals for the initial database feeding.
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8.3.1

Lean Canvas

To contribute to the sustainability plan and to dissemination activities, it is important to further focus on the problem(s) the TripleA-reno innovative solution
is addressing, who are the ones who feel this problem the most (the users of the solution, the target group of dissemination activities, in short the TripleAreno “customers”), the unique value proposition (what makes the TripleA-reno solution much better than current ones, the pivot for messages to be used
for the messages to be delivered during dissemination) and to identify how to reach customers/users out (use mode and distribution channels). It is also
important to identify the costs of providing our target groups with the solution how to monitor progresses and how to cover costs incurred (sustainability).
The Lean Canvas is a tool that can help in these crucial activities. The Lean Canvas is an adaptation of Business Model Canvas by Alexander Osterwalder which
Ash Maurya (http://www.ashmaurya.com/2012/02/why-lean-canvas/) created in the Lean Start-up spirit (Fast, Concise and Effective start-up). It focuses on
problems, solutions, key metrics, and competitive advantages. Among the different type of canvas, the lean business model canvas, is the most suited for
R&D projects.
Problem
1)
Top 3 problems)
1.

2.

3.

Lack of Deep-Renovationdedicated information for
users (Homeowners and
house managers)
Problem of professional
people, often they do not
have much work / they are
not able to directly find the
potential customers
SMEs and technology
providers are generally
willing to showcase their

Solutions
4)
Top 3 features
Based on the VP
(Why it is better than others)
Use MVP to test assumptions
1. based on classes of measures
to find your best solution easier
and faster
2. It is cheaper than the market
alternatives
3.
Designed
both
for
professional and end-users

Value proposition
3)
Why you are different and
worth buying
(How you help customer doing
his job, accomplish his mission
Improve his position
…. better than others.

Unfair Advantage
7)
Can be easily copied or
brought?
What is the customer retaining
costs?
Acquisition costs
Switching costs

−

- Team that verifies the specifics
of the measures, this is a
guarantee of the quality of the
uploaded objects
- possibility to use the
ecosystem of the TripleA-reno
platform tools to attract new
users

−

”Deep
renovation
oriented”
not focused only on
economic aspect (the upfront price of the product)
but also on technical
specifics,
energy

Customer segment
2)
Who is he?
Distinguish between users and
customers (customers buy,
users “use”)
Split in vertical segments
Pick the strongest customer
segment
Customers:
1. TripleAreno
Measures
providers (ex. Installers,
contractors...)
2. Manufacturers
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products in an easy-to-use
platform, especially in the
deep renovation market.
Online
platforms
for
showcase products do
already exist yet they are
general-purpose oriented
and often limited to the
economic aspects.
Existing alternatives to address
the same problems
Several platforms are now
present in the market, the most
successful are: BimObject,
BIM.Archiproducts, Revitcity,
National
BIM
Library,
BIMcatalogs.net, BIMstore

Key Metrics
8)
Key aspects/activities you need
to measure for feedback
− Number
of
vendors
registered
− Number of professional
registered
− Number of end-users
registered
− Number of measures
uploaded
− Number of measures
downloaded

Cost structure
9)
MVP
HR costs, Eng. costs, MFG costs,
marketing cost
− Hosting and maintenance :
15000 €/year

−

−

performance and longerterm economic aspect
helps Vendors who want to
present their products and
solutions
for
deep
renovation
directly connected with
end-users, unlike other
platforms that are general
purposes oriented and very
expensive.

3.
Channels
5)
How
you
contact
your
customers/early adopters,
How you deliver value
How you promote value
−

−

collaboration
with
Umbrella
Association
present in the Consortium
and
professional
Associations.
Selected
manufactures
from previous projects and
collaborations

Professionals
that
subscribe the expert plan
Users:
1. Professionals
2. End-users
(ex.
Homeowners...)
Early adopters
(The customers to be the first
ones to buy your solutions)
−

−

First phase: professionals
and BIM users might
populate and validate
database measures against
the free access of the
platform and access as a
qualified
professional
(“badge”)
Second phase: test with
selected vendors (for the
first
50
subscription,
discount, or free products)

Revenue Streams
6)
Why customers pay
How he prefers to pay
What is the average price?
How many paying customers
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−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Development: 10000 €/year
Marketing costs, mostly HR
costs: 5000 €
Legal costs: 15000 €
Transaction (payment) costs:
3%
INVESTMENTS COSTS
Translations: 3000 €
Extra services:
team helping vendors to
define specifics of their
objects: 200 €/ per object
implementing
calculation
module for professionals:
40000 €

Vendors will pay to present their products and solutions for deep renovation in a deep renovation-oriented showcase focused
on packages of components, directly connected with end-users, unlike other platforms that are general purposes oriented and
very expensive.
Type

market

Size

Rate

Action

Result

Fee

N/y

Professionals

Italy

350000

5,00%

17500

- €

1

Professionals

Italy

350000

0,05%

175

200 €

1

35.000€

Vendors

Building
product
manufacturers(source:
bimobject,
listed in their platform:
2000)

50000

0,10%

Subscription
standard plan
Subscription
expert plan
Subscription basic
plan

Revenues
(year)
- €

50

300 €

12

180.000€

Vendors

Building
product
manufacturers(source:
bimobject,
listed in their platform:
2000)

50000

0,05%

Subscription
premium plan

25

500 €

12

150.000€

Vendors

Building
product
manufacturers(source:
bimobject,
listed in their platform:
2000)

50000

0,04%

modelling 1 object

20

300 €

1

6.000 €

Vendors

Building
product
manufacturers(source:
bimobject,
listed in their platform:
2000)

50000

0,01%

modelling
objects

5

1.250 €

1

6.250 €

5
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9

Conclusions and key takeaways

Regardless of industry, product, or company size, the user-centric approach is known to increase customer
retention, referrals, advocacy, cross-selling, and all in all improve exploitation of project results. By tailoring
the TripleA-reno platform to the wishes and visions of practitioners, suppliers, and homeowners, the
project has created a renovation service that they need and want. This is achieved by making sure the
platform includes functionalities, tools, and services that users need. By constantly looking at both the
demand-side and suppliers wishes, TripleA-reno also generated insights for cross-selling. As an example,
homeowners can use the platform during the design phase, but can also buy the required material and
connect with the contractors for their renovation. In this, the TripleA-reno platform provides the complete
service and product package for deep renovations. Also, by allowing homeowners to leave a review, TripleAreno also focusses on customer retention, referrals, and advocacy for both the platform itself as the suppliers
they work with. The 4 main success components of user-centricity in TripleA-reno are:
1. User research. Understanding the TripleA-reno platform users is essential. They are the reason the
TripleA-reno renovation approach exists and brings innovation compared to traditional renovation
practices. The success of the exploitation strategies for TripleA-reno depends on how well the
platform development will understand and include the needs, wishes and practices
2. Product/service utility. TripleA-reno needs to make sure to meet the needs of both users and
suppliers and transform the insights from user research into product development directives that
focus on design products and services that are useful and usable. Also, the TripleA-reno platform
must provide a good user experience: the emphasis must be placed in attractiveness and
acceptability. This means making the renovation journey simpler, responding to users’ feedback, and
providing suitable features and tools for practitioners.
3. User engagement. TripleA-reno gets close to the users early in their decision process (see, do think,
care) by using ethnographic study approaches. Along the whole renovation journey, the TripleA-reno
platform will constantly provide help, inform, and educate the potential users.
4. User & supplier satisfaction. TripleA-reno needs to make sure to have and keep a strong relationship
with its users after the renovation is concluded. Both homeowners and practitioners must use the
Platform Level 3 functionalities, services, and support for this.
The 3 key challenges in the TripleA-reno customer centric development are:
1. Identifying platform users and suppliers. TripleA-reno needs to stay on track with who your they are
and must keep track of their customer journey and touchpoints (from the demand/offer sides).
2. Gathering customer data. TripleA-reno needs to clarify the level of accessibility of the data collected
about the user.
3. Keeping all teams involved. TripleA-reno must keep all partners representing key users of the
platform focused on the user centric approach
TripleA-reno succeeded to deliver several functionalities at high TRL’s (8,9), the final integration reached alfaversion (TRL 6,7) and was therefore not considered as a KER. As all functionalities are developed in a modular
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way, all elements are fit for further use in upcoming projects and replication. This is the reason why, for
instance, instead of considering the full TripleA-reno gamified platform as KER3, the Measure Showcase was
selected as the most TRL ready for exploitation.
Finally, the use of the Horizon Result Booster services led to a series of improvements into the business plan
for the three KERs. This, making the plan much more realistic and feasible. Furthermore, it supported the
consortium partners to make decision making on exploitation and related responsibilities and business plan
development concrete and projected to a realistic future.
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